Committee of the Whole Agenda
April 20, 2021

8:30 a.m.

1600- 2ND Street NE
Three Hills, AB T0M 2A0

Call to Order
1.0

Approval of Agenda

2.0

Approval of Minutes
2.1
Approval of the January 19, 2021 COW Meeting Minutes

3.0

Delegation @ 8:35 a.m.- Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group Report- Cathy Price and Kim Pliva

4.0

Investment Readiness Assessment

5.0

2021 Round One - Community Grants

6.0

Kneehill County Scholarship Policy Review

7.0

Citizen Survey

8.0

Council Orientation

9.0

Provincial Policing Discussion

Adjournment
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Committee of the Whole Minutes
January 19, 2021
COUNCIL PRESENT:
Division No. 1
Division No. 2
Division No. 3
Division No. 4
Division No. 5
Division No. 6
Division No. 7

Faye McGhee, Deputy Reeve
Debbie Penner, Councillor
Jerry Wittstock, Reeve
Glen Keiver, Councillor
Jim Hugo, Councillor (Video Conf)
Wade Christie, Councillor
Kenneth King, Councillor

ADMINISTRATION PRESENT:
Chief Administrative Officer
Director of Community Services
Director of Corporate Services
Director of Transportation
Manager of Planning & Development
Financial Planning Coordinator
Economic and Development Officer
Recording Secretary
CALL TO ORDER
1.0 AGENDA

CW046

1600- 2ND Street NE
Three Hills, AB T0M 2A0

8:30 a.m.

Mike Haugen
Laurie Watt
Bill McKennan
Brad Buchert
Barb Hazelton
Marika Von Mirbach
Jacqueline Buchanan
Carolyn Van der Kuil

Reeve Wittstock called the meeting to order at 8:31 a.m.
Addition to Agenda
Closed Session- Disclosure Harmful to Business Interest of a Third Party
(FOIP- Section 16)
Councillor Christie moved approval of the agenda as amended.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

2.0 APPROVAL OF THE DECEMBER 1, 2020, COW MEETING MINUTES
CW047
Councillor King moved approval of the December 1, 2020, Committee of the Whole
minutes as presented.
CARRIED
3.0 CLOSED SESSION
CW048
Deputy Reeve McGhee moved that Council convene in closed session to hear from the
BDO Canada Auditors pursuant to Section 24 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, at 8:35 a.m.
CARRIED
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January 19, 2021 Committee of the Whole Meeting

The following people were in attendance of the closed session to provide a report and
advise Council:
Mike Haugen, CAO
Laurie Watt, Director of Community Services
Bill McKennan, Director of Corporate Services
Marika Von Mirbach, Financial Planning Coordinator
Carolyn Van der Kuil, Recording Secretary
Alan Litster, BDO Canada
Mitchell Kennedy, BDO Canada
CW049

Councillor Christie moved that Council return to open meeting at 8:50 a.m.
8:50 a.m.- Meeting recessed to allow return of public.
8:50 a.m. - Meeting resumed.

CARRIED

The Chair called for a recess at 8:53 a.m. and called the meeting back to order at 8:55 a.m.
with all previously mentioned Council members present.
5.0 PROPOSED NEW POLICY “NAMING OF COUNTY ROADS”
Barb Hazelton, Brad Buchert presented to Council a new proposed Policy regarding
Naming of County Roads.
CW050

Deputy Reeve McGhee moved that the Committee of the Whole recommends to Council
to approve the Naming of County Roads Policy.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

6.0 2021 BUDGET UPDATE
At the last Committee of the Whole meeting held on December 1st, 2020, several
questions were raised from Council and they requested additional information. Bill
presented this information to Council which included:
• Council Grant Program
• Budget Center Shifts
• Communication Statistics
• Water Users
• Parks Revenue and Expense Data
• Supplemental Information
Council tabled this discussion at 9:55 a.m. to hear the delegation that is scheduled at
10:00 a.m.
The Chair called for a recess at 9:55 a.m. and called the meeting back to order at 10:05
a.m. with all previously mentioned members present.
Councillor Hugo was not present when the meeting reconvened.
4.0 DELEGATIONS
4.1 McSWEENEY- COMPETITIVE LAND ANALYSIS @ 10:00 A.M.
Nancy Johnston, McSweeney and Associates, and Kimberly Worthington, Central Alberta
Access Prosperity, presented to Council Kneehill County’s Competitive Land Assessment
Report.
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Councillor King moved that the Committee of the Whole recommends to Council to
receive the Competitive Land Analysis report for information.
CARRIED
The Chair called for a recess at 10:45 a.m. and called the meeting back to order at 11:01
a.m. with all previously mentioned Council members present including Councillor Hugo.

4.0 DELEGATIONS
4.2 NONFICTION- TOURISM MARKETING STRATEGY CONCEPTS @ 11:00 A.M.
Robert Grundy, Nicola MacNaughton and Gary Blaney from Nonfiction Studios presented
to Council a Tourism Strategy and Campaign for the County.
CW052

Councillor Christie moved that the Committee of the Whole recommends to Council to
receive the Tourism Marketing Strategy Concepts report for information.
CARRIED
The Chair called for a recess at 11:50 a.m. and called the meeting back to order at 12:56
p.m. with Councillor Hugo not in attendance.

6.0 2021 BUDGET UPDATE CONT’D
Bill McKennan reviewed with Council the following:
• Operating Budget Tracking Summary
• Funding for New Initiatives
• Tax Revenue Generation
• Capital Budget
11.0 CLOSED SESSION
CW053
Deputy Reeve McGhee moved that Council convene in closed session to discuss Third
Party Business Interest pursuant to Section 16 of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, at 2:53 p.m.
CARRIED
The following people were in attendance of the closed session to provide a report and
advise Council:
Mike Haugen, CAO
Laurie Watt, Director of Community Services
Bill McKennan, Director of Corporate Services
Brad Buchert, Director of Transportation
Marika, Von Mirbach, Financial Planning Coordinator
Carolyn Van der Kuil, Recording Secretary
CW054

Deputy Reeve McGhee moved that Council return to open meeting at 3:08 p.m.
3:08 p.m.- Meeting recessed to allow return of public.
3:08 p.m. - Meeting resumed.

CARRIED

ADJOURNMENT:
The meeting adjourned at 3:09 p.m.
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report

Agenda Item #

3.0

Subject:

Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group Recommendations

Meeting Date:

2021-04-20

Presented By:

Shelby Sherwick, Manager of Parks & Agricultural Services

Prepared By:

Shelby Sherwick, Manager of Parks & Agricultural Services
At the July 21st, 2020 Regular Council meeting, Council approved a Terms of
Reference for the Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group to review the Horseshoe
Canyon Masterplan and make recommendations to Council as to next steps.

Background/
Proposal

The Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group met for 6 half-day meetings from November
2020 to March 2021. The discussions of the group were compiled into an
Executive Summary report, outlining the Committee’s recommendations to
Council.

Discussion/
Options/Benefits/
Disadvantages:

Applications for the Focus Group were opened and advertised in the Three Hills
Capital, Drumheller Mail and our online platforms for Kneehill County residents
from September 21st to October 13th.
These applications were then reviewed for initial requirements, eligibility, and
completeness. Applications were then vetted through the third-party consultant
and a shortlist compiled. Criteria to help create the shortlist included items such
as:
• If the applicant had visited Horseshoe Canyon, and/ or read the
Horseshoe Canyon Masterplan, and/or read the Kneehill Recreation and
Tourism Masterplan.
• Why the applicant wanted to be part of the Focus Group and detail given
• Experience on boards, and or committees
• Background
• Volunteerism and community involvement.
• Geographic location within the County to try and achieve representation
from across the County
Applicants in the shortlist were then interviewed for workability in the group and
also to ask further questions such as:
• How would you handle differences in opinion in the group?
• Are you able to meet the time commitment for the meetings and what
time works best?
• How would you prepare and contribute to the process as a member?
• How long have you lived in Kneehill County?
Upon completion of the interviews the shortlist was reviewed again, and a final
list compiled for Council consideration and appointment. Below are the members
who participated in the Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group:
Administration
Shelby Sherwick
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report

AGENDA ITEM #

3.0

Elected Officials
Councilor Faye McGhee
Reeve Jerry Wittstock
Members at Large
Cathy Price - Acme
Cathy Prohl - Linden
Dennis Dey - Torrington
Kim Pliva Churchill
Robert Long - Three Hills
Stakeholders
Darryl DrohomerskiTown of Drumheller
Devan Dekeyser Horseshoe Canyon Campground
Dr. François Therrien – The Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology
The Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group Committee provided recommendations
centered in three key outcomes outlined in the Horseshoe Canyon Master Plan:
- Positive visitor experience
- Economic benefit
- Responsible management
Recommendations from the group have been presented in time frames as to
which strategies should be considered first, next, and later if at all.
The Executive Summary will be accompanied by a presentation that will include
an overview of the focus group process and detail on the recommendations for
Council’s consideration.
Link to Strategic Plan:
Discussion Outcome:

Ensuring Communications & Engagement
Committee of the Whole recommend to Council acceptance of the Horseshoe
Canyon Focus Group report and presentation.

Attachments:

Report from Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group

Director Approval: Laurie Watt, Director
Community Services

CAO Approval:
Mike Haugen, Chief Administrative Officer
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Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group
Recommendations
To Kneehill County Council (April 20, 2021)
Mandate
Between November 2020 and February 2021, Kneehill County convened a Focus Group Committee
(Committee) “to assist with and make recommendations to Kneehill County Council on matters relating to
Horseshoe Canyon, which will help guide future initiatives through the review of the Horseshoe Canyon
Master Plan and its key recommendations as well as supporting documents and data.”1
The Terms of Reference mandated the Committee engage stakeholders’ opinions, develop an
understanding of the current situation, and prioritize next steps and future initiatives at the Canyon. 2

Process
Over the course of six half-day meetings, Committee members reviewed the Horseshoe Canyon Master
Plan (Master Plan) content and held in-depth discussions regarding the future of Horseshoe Canyon.
Throughout the process, Committee members intentionally and systematically considered the
contributions of the Master Plan’s strategies to the desired outcomes for the Canyon. Drawing on their
areas of expertise and understanding of local context, Committee members developed a nuanced
understanding of the strategies. This in-depth understanding of the Master Plan content and the local
context shaped the final recommendations.

The recommendations in this document were agreed to by a majority of the Committee. Thank you to the
Committee members for the contributions of their time and expertise.

Kneehill County
Administration
● Bowen Clausen3
● Shelby Sherwick
Council
● Faye McGhee
● Jerry Wittstock

Community Members
● Dennis Dey
● Bob Long
● Kim Pliva
● Cathy Price
● Cathy Prohl

Stakeholders
● Darryl Drohomerski
● Devan Dekeyser
● François Therrien

1

Horseshoe Canyon Focus Group, Terms of Reference.
Ibid.
3
Shelby Sherwick was Acting Manager after Bowen Clausen departed Kneehill County.
2

1
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Overarching Considerations
The Master Plan identifies three aspirational outcomes that will enable the Canyon to become a
“signature must-experience gateway to the Canadian Badlands” by 2029.4 Committee discussions
extended the Master Plan definitions to produce more context-sensitive descriptions of the key outcomes.
Positive visitor experience
• By providing infrastructure that supports people’s safety and well-being, the Canyon enables
visitors across all life stages to have a memorable visitor experience with the natural Canadian
Badlands landscape. Visitors’ personal responses to this immersive experience will vary across a
wide range of interests and preferences.
• When encountering this unique landscape, visitors’ perceptions can be either enhanced or
hindered through the management and development at the site.
Economic benefit
• The unique Badlands experience at the Canyon positions it to generate some revenue for the
County and its neighbours, but maintaining the Canyon and creating memorable visitor
experiences requires resources.
• Returns on Canyon investments encompass tensions between funding and revenues, monetized
and non-monetized returns, and impacts that are immediate versus those for future generations.
• Long-term stewardship of the Canyon requires immediate investments to ensure the preservation
of its unique spirit of place.
Responsible management
• Responsible management of Horseshoe Canyon is embodied through a stewardship approach.
• In the context of the Canyon, stewardship involves differentiating the types of development
allowed at the Top and Bottom, and minimizing negative impacts of development on the Canyon
and its neighbours.
• This recognizes the collective responsibility to preserve the site's history and ecology for future
generations through conservation approaches and visitor management.

The Master Plan strategies outline an interconnecting pathway to achieve the three Canyon outcomes.
The strategies’ contributions to the outcomes are in a state of tension and dynamic interplay that is
greater than a delicate balance or a hierarchy. In essence, action - or inaction – in one area may cause
ripple effects elsewhere. The committee intentionally considered these interactions and impacts, both
singly and holistically, when assessing the strategies’ contributions to the outcomes.
Action on the strategies will require the implementation of specific initiatives. While the operational level
is beyond the Committee’s scope, throughout the discussions it became clear that the Committee’s
expertise could provide valuable guidance for decisions about initiatives.

4

Horseshoe Canyon Master Plan, 2019, p. 10.
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The Committee believes all decisions about initiatives should be assessed using the following questions:
● Does the initiative preserve the spirit of place at Horseshoe Canyon?
● Does the initiative sustain and protect the natural state of Horseshoe Canyon?
● Is the initiative economically and financially feasible and sustainable over time?5
These questions are grounded in the core values identified through Committee discussions, including
preserving the natural environment and historical resources for future generations; navigating the tension
between preservation and development; managing risk; and taking a broad view of return on investment
to include both tangible and intangible benefits. They also align with the aspirational outcomes for
Horseshoe Canyon. As a whole, the questions work as filters to ensure the implementation of feasible and
sustainable initiatives that maintain the spirit and natural state of the Canyon.

Recommended Strategies
Recognizing that the specific entry points for action (initiatives) will be determined by Kneehill County
Council and Administration, the Committee identified the strategies they saw as contributing most
strongly to the outcomes, and prioritized three categories of stratagems at Horseshoe Canyon6. The items
contained within each category (First, Next, Later) are not in priority or timeline order.
Time frames for each category and the specific initiatives that operationalize the strategies are to be
determined by Kneehill County Council and Administration, as feasible within the context at the time.

Strategies to Consider First
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improve signage and wayfinding throughout the Canyon.
Develop a compelling brand and logo to use in all aspects of Canyon promotions and operations
and sell merchandise on-site.
Provide washrooms at the top of the Canyon, which also requires the installation of associated
utilities.
Collaborate with NCC and adjacent landowners.
Implement furnishing, fixtures and amenities, including Wi-Fi, at the top of the Canyon.
Enhance the day use area.
Implement parking fees by donation.
Operate site staffing with onsite ambassadors.
Actively manage visitors and visitor use of the Canyon.
Rent temporary hosting spaces for special occasions.
Establish a voluntary Friends of Horseshoe Canyon group.
Continue to provide regular and preventative maintenance.

5

Committee members’ insights from the meeting notes could inform further work related to benefit cost analysis
and financial feasibility of the strategies.
6
Meeting notes from the six sessions reflect the reasoning for various strategies that arose in committee member
discussions, including potential opportunities and constraints.
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Strategies to Consider Next
●
●
●
●
●

Implement paid parking at the Canyon.
Attract target markets to the Canyon.
Develop trails around the Canyon rim.
Ensure trail operations protect the Canyon bottom.
Encourage private sector opportunities that ensure a reasonable return on investment for the
County.
● Collaborate with nearby, regional tourism locations.
● Strengthen the focus on Indigenous relationships and history.

Strategies to Consider Later, If at All
● Allow a diversity of overnight experiences to be operated by a third party.
● Collaboratively develop a paid parking passport with other sites in the region.
● Create a permanent visitor pavilion and hosting space.
● Enhance access to the bottom for visitors of all abilities.
● Implement furnishings, washrooms, fixtures and amenities at the bottom of the Canyon.
● Provide the necessary utilities at the bottom.

Further Considerations
The Committee processes were intentionally grounded in evidence-informed, outcome-focused decision
making. Building on this strong foundation, Committee members recognized that there are other
considerations that could be applied to the categories to further refine decisions about strategies and
related initiatives. They offered the following insights to Kneehill County Council and Administration.
Within each category, understanding of the strategies may be further refined as those that:
● Work together to generate complementary benefits or positive externalities.
● Require some manner of experimentation or further research.
● Connect with emerging opportunities in the economy.
Considerations that inform the timing of initiatives may include to what extent the action:
● Enhances maintenance that is already being implemented.
● Enhances existing systems that are in the process of being implemented in the management and
operation of the Canyon.
● Generates sufficient revenues to cover the costs of implementation.
● Increases options for grants and funding.
● Provides benefits to the County as a whole.
● Has a high benefit-cost assessment, where benefits are much more than transactional activities
(e.g., health benefits).

4
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Continuous evidence-informed decision-making about development at the Canyon is important.
Committee members wondered:
● How can research opportunities contribute to a deeper understanding of the Canyon?
o For example, how can the determinants of a positive visitor experience be better
understood?
● How will implementation of initiatives be evaluated?
● How will success be defined? What indicators will be used to track success?

5
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report

Agenda Item #

4.0

Subject:

Kneehill County Investment Readiness Assessment – Presentation 1 of 2

Meeting Date:

2021-04-20

Presented By:

Jacqueline Buchanan, EDO

Prepared By:

Jacqueline Buchanan, EDO

Background/
Proposal

At the November 11, 2020, Regular Meeting of Council, the Selling Alberta to
The World Investment Growth Strategy was presented for information. Council
made motion to bring back information on the current state of Kneehill County’s
Investment Readiness to start aligning strategies with the Province.
An internal review of Kneehill County’s Investment Readiness has been
completed with the findings and recommendations laid out in the Kneehill
County Investment Readiness Report.
The Investment Readiness Presentation will be split between two COW meetings
in consideration of time. Today’s presentation will focus on the background
review of Council’s existing plans. In May, Council will be provided with the
findings and recommendations.

Discussion/
Options/Benefits/
Disadvantages:

In order to develop the Investment Readiness Assessment Report,
Administration reviewed the Strategic Plan, Municipal Development Plan,
Recreation Master Plan and Provincial Investment and Growth Strategy to
determine Council’s desire to attract business to the region. Those findings were
the used to align Council’s vision, with Kneehill County’s current state and
investment attraction best practices.

Link to Strategic Plan:
Discussion Outcome:

Pursuing Focused Growth
To inform Council of the methodology used in the Investment Readiness Review
prior to receiving the considerations and recommendations.
Investment Readiness Report - Final

Attachments:

Director Approval: Laurie Watt, Director
Community Services

CAO Approval:
Mike Haugen, Chief Administrative Officer
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Kneehill County Investment Readiness Review

January 2021

INVESTMENT READINESS REVIEW
Kneehill County Economic Development

Investment Readiness is defined as a municipality’s preparedness in attracting, retaining, or
growing business within the region.
Kneehill County Council’s past plans speak heavily to Business Investment and Attraction. As part of the
County’s plan review in 2020, the Economic Development Department initiated an Investment
Readiness Assessment of the municipality. The review identified several areas where improvements can
be made to elevate the County’s investment readiness and proactively attract business to the region.

MUNICIPAL INVESTMENT & ATTRACTION
Why do communities engage in investment activities, types of investments, investment trends, and the
location selection process?
The International Economic Development Council’s Investment Readiness Toolkit indicates that
communities become engaged in investment initiatives to enhance their social and economic factors.
Investment attraction has benefits such as providing communities with new opportunities in new
industries, bringing in advanced technologies, developing new products, enhancing local talent force
through additional skills, and much more. Investment will have spillover effects in many areas and can
foster further growth and enhancement within the community.
Communities engage in investment activities to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase economic opportunities
Increase opportunities for growth
Enhance the job market
Increase competitive advantage
Build a diversified and sustainable community
Communities engage with the spirit of supporting local businesses to foster economic growth,
diversification, and job creation.
(EDCD Consulting, 2012)

Business Investment and Attraction (BI & A) is a complex and challenging component of economic
development. Prior to any community actively perusing investment, there is a great deal of background
work that needs to be completed by Council and Administration:

1|Page
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Kneehill County Investment Readiness Review

UNDERSTANDING
INVESTMENT:

INVESTMENT
READINESS:

Why communities
engage in
investment
activities, types of
investments,
investment trends
and the location
selection process

Development of a
community
profile, utilizing
site selection data
standards, land
inventory,
economic
development
websites

January 2021

INVESTMENT
STRATEGY AND
GENERATION:
SWOT analysis,
industry analysis,
development of a
marketing
strategy, lead
generation
database and
measuring success

FAMILIARIZATION
TOURS:
First point of
contact, assessing
the opportunity,
preparing and
hosting the visit,
follow up and
aftercare

INVESTMENT READINESS & KNEEHILL COUNTY
Based on a review of Council’s past plans and strategies, Business Investment & Attraction (BI & A) was
identified as Goal #2 in the Economic Development Business Plan: “Support and promote BUSINESS
INVESTMENT AND ATTRACTION in the region targeting market diversification utilizing careful planning
and strategic relationship building”. Each of the reviewed documents speaks to Council’s desire to
attract business and investment to the region. Further to Council’s priorities, the Province released its
Investment and Growth Strategy in September of 2020 outlining their plan as well as their expectations
for municipal BI & A collaboration.
2019 -2022 Strategic Plan Review
VISION: “Kneehill County is a well-respected community with strong leadership, pursing development
that promotes quality of life in a rural environment and where customers are satisfied with services
provided.”

2|Page
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Kneehill County Investment Readiness Review

January 2021

BI & A Related Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Increase non-residential tax base by pursuing new revenue sources”
“To attain the necessary infrastructure to retain, expand and attract business and industry.”
“Create diverse employment opportunities”
“Economic development plan”
“Encourage economic development in identified growth centres and hamlets to maximize the
use of municipal service and infrastructure.”
“Balance economic development opportunities that are adjacent and compatible along
transportation corridors”
“Value added ag development”
“Open for business”
“Tourism Development”

Municipal Development Plan Review
BI & A Related Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“To attain the necessary infrastructure to retain, expand and attract business and industry.”
“Development collaboration with Town and Villages”
“Development partnerships with energy and agriculture sectors”
“Inventory of available/serviced industrial land”
“Structure infrastructure policies focused toward stimulating growth”
“To create opportunities that will provide a variety of development options that will diversify
and strengthen the County’s economy”
“To create employment opportunities for the local population”
“To create a positive and competitive business environment “
“The County shall continue to recognize home-based business as a viable lifestyle and economic
opportunity option, which is appropriate in both residential and agricultural areas in accordance
with the LUB.”

Kneehill County Tourism & Recreation Master Plan Review
BI & A Related Activities:
•
•
•

“Culinary Attractions: Begin to consider elements and form strategic partnerships around
culinary amenities including restaurants, craft and related.”
“Culinary Operator Grant: Formulate a grant program for culinary and related tourism
operators.”
“Partnerships: Work with potential partners, culinary schools and hospitality providers to
develop opportunities for future culinary ventures.”

3|Page
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Kneehill County Investment Readiness Review

January 2021

Aligning With The Province - Selling Alberta to the world: an investment and growth strategy
VISION: “Alberta is the best place to invest, run a business, visit, work and raise a family.”

•

•

•

“Committing to investors that Alberta will deliver consolidated services with partner
governments and agencies. This ensures investors receive the quick and accurate access to
opportunities, information, and answers they want, especially in emerging sectors.”
“Promoting Alberta as a hub -- not just for conventional energy -- but also for energy
diversification such as geothermal, renewables and minerals; artificial intelligence; value-added
food processing with market access to major global economies; aviation, logistics, and
aerospace; and financial services.”
“We also recognize the unique and vital roles Alberta’s municipalities play in providing support
and facilitation to concrete on-the-ground investment projects and operations. The investment
attraction agency, together with relevant provincial government ministries, will form
collaborative strategic partnerships with our cities, towns, and counties. This will better
underpin and enable them to play their part in securing investments and creating quality jobs.”

KEY CONSIDERATIONS IN BI & A
“Open for business” is a great way to describe a staff and Council that is receptive and welcoming to
new investment, however, there are many other areas that need to be addressed to encompass the
catchphrase. Though somewhat more complex, the foundation of “Investment Readiness” can be
reviewed and graded by the following factors:
1. Contacts: Internal and external relationship building
2. Land Use Planning: Local plans make it simple and straight forward to open, grow or relocate a
business to the region
3. Liaising with Existing Business: 80% of job growth is from existing business! The municipality
supports local and existing business
4. Industrial Land: Suitable land is available for development and infrastructure is
accessible/available
5. Joint Ventures: Partnerships with external organizations and neighbours assist business
6. Economic Development Capacity: A dedicated person is in place to respond to inquiries, and
provide information
7. Community and Site Selection Profiles: Comprehensive community information
4|Page
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Kneehill County Investment Readiness Review

January 2021

8. Website: 80% of a municipality’s information is searched out online
9. Other Communication: Appropriate use of mapping, media relation, etc.

WHERE ARE WE AT?
Economic Developers Alberta developed a tool for municipalities to gauge their most basic level of
Investment Readiness. This tool is considered to be an industry standard, developed by site selectors
and industry professionals.
The easy-to-use checklist allows municipalities to identify areas of concern and monitor progress. A
scoring system is provided to give us an idea of where we sit in the “readiness” spectrum.
Kneehill County has been using this tool since May of 2020, to develop a foundation for investment
readiness in the region. See Appendix A for the detailed Investment Readiness Review
DATE
July 1, 2020

SCORE
12/60

LEVEL OF READINESS
There are lots of opportunities for your municipality to ensure its readiness.

Aug 1, 2020
Oct. 1, 2020
Dec 1. 2020

28/60
38/60
46/60

Close to being READY but have some work to do and changes to make.
You're READY and can still improve.
You're READY and can still improve.

What has Kneehill County Completed?
Kneehill County has been undertaking an internal audit of its Investment Readiness’s status, completing
projects, and developing plans to address areas of concern. To date, many tools have been put in place
to make it more efficient for potential investors to learn about the County and access pertinent
municipal information.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A dedicated Economic Development Professional is now in place to support businesses,
programming, and planning
Kneehill County liaises with the local Chamber of Commerce & industry partners to promote
economic development
A Business Expansion and Retention Program has been implemented and is in progress
Kneehill County liaises with provincial/federal agencies regarding economic policies, programs,
trends etc.
An industrial land inventory and analysis has been completed (however the results are
discouraging)
The municipality partners with external business organizations to market and promote tourism
Kneehill County has an Economic Profile that provides access to maps, services, contacts, data,
attractions etc. that businesses need to plan for their development or expansion

Recommendations for Improvement:
Preparedness is key in Business Investment and Attraction.
•

Implement business-friendly land use policies & processes.
5|Page
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Kneehill County Investment Readiness Review

January 2021

o

•

•

Reduce or replace “discretionary” uses with “permitted” in low-risk sectors to
improve development timelines
o Pre-zone high potential growth area’s (i.e., highway commercial) to improve
development timelines
o Reconsider the regulations surrounding home occupation business
o Provide clear timelines and explanations of Kneehill County development processes
Align policies & process to promote investment readiness and business friendliness
o Improve inter-department collaboration when working with businesses during
development
o Further Investment Readiness training for municipal staff and council
o Complete an Economic Development Strategy to clearly define Council’s goals and
priorities
Develop strategies to provide land and infrastructure for future development
o Determine what privately owned lands may be available for future sale or
development and build agreements with landowner accordingly
o Develop a land strategy to address the lack of available lands
o Amend policies and develop future growth strategies for servicing and infrastructure
o Improve broadband connectivity
o Consider regional projects to pool funds for strategies and studies to improve
investment attraction opportunities in the region.

1. BUSINESS FRIENDLY LAND USE POLICIES & PROCESSES
Municipal Planning and Economic Development play complementary roles to each other; however, their
priorities differ greatly. Economic Developments primary role is to generate and foster economic
opportunities that meet the long-term vision of the community. Planning’s primary role is ensuring that
those opportunities meet the regulatory requirements set out by the municipality. Investment
Readiness and Red Tape Reduction both play important roles in this relationship as the needs of the
business community and the needs of the County must be taken into consideration. The priorities of
each must be balanced accordingly to develop a sustainable community and healthy economy into the
future.
When businesses look at expanding in or relocating to a region, the municipality’s land use planning
plays a major role in their decision-making process. An investor needs to know they are not wasting any
time or money pursuing a region, that in the end, is not the right fit for them.
In reviewing the land use planning policies and processes for investment friendliness, there are a few
areas that can be addressed to instil greater confidence in businesses looking to expand or relocate to
Kneehill County.
As plans and policies are reviewed for investment friendliness, it is important to consider what the
documents look like from the perspective of the end-user; an entrepreneur or business that has no
previous knowledge of the community or of municipal planning.
***Note: in the review of these policies, only the perspective of new or expanding businesses is being
considered.
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CONSIDERATION: Reduce or replace “discretionary” uses with “permitted” in low-risk sectors to
reduce development timelines. See Appendix B for the detailed Land Use Bylaw Review
Though “discretionary” uses can be an important planning tool for municipalities, when used in excess,
they create unnecessary red tape for investors. Each “discretionary” use requires MPC approval and a
mandated 21-day appeal period. For investors, that means time delays, increased expenses, and
uncertainty as their business plan is then contingent on the decision of the committee and the public.
An internal Land Use Bylaw review of the County’s municipal neighbours found that Kneehill County has
the second-highest number of uses and the highest percentage of discretionary uses:

MUNICIPAL USE COMPARISON
63%
37%

31%

67%
9%

24%

54%

41%
4%

22%

KNEEHILL COUNTY FLAGSTAFF COUNTY
(392)
(458)

Discretionary
69%

Permitted

78%

Permit Exempt

MOUNTAIN VIEW
COUNTY (234)

STETTLER COUNTY
(304)

WHEATLAND
COUNTY (257)

RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Review existing land use zoning and determine what developments in those specific districts
pose no substantial risk to the municipality, consider making them “permitted”
Remove “discretionary” uses that do not directly support the intended purpose of the zone
Review definitions and strengthen the language to reduce the risk of “interpretation”
Kneehill County continues to seek ways to reduce red tape and find cost savings, consider if any
cost savings could be made by focusing MPC meetings on red flag developments only.
Consider if any land uses do not require permits (For example Flagstaff and Mountain View both
have permit exemptions for a variety of uses such as minor home occupations, recreation etc.)
to reduce red tape and promote investment.
Keep in mind, “permitted” uses still require approval by the Development Officer. Kneehill
County has a great team that is well experienced in the development process. Consider
developments that pose little risk to the municipality and determine if they can be approved by
the Development Officer.

CONSIDERATION: Pre-zoning areas identified as high potential growth (i.e., highway commercial) to
reduce development timelines.
The proposed amendments to the Municipal Development Plan as well as the approved Intermunicipal
Development Plans identify numerous areas suitable for development. Though some of those lands are
in fringe areas where pre-zoning could prove detrimental in long-term planning, some (such as those
7|Page
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along primary transportation corridors) have clear boundaries that could be earmarked for future
development.
By pre-zoning land in desirable areas, 12+/- weeks of permit approvals can be eliminated from the
development process.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•
•
•

Review areas identified as future growth and identify any desirable lands where boundaries and
zoning are easily defined
Consult with area landowners to determine if there is a desire to subdivide, develop and/or sell
in the future.
Re-zone areas where land use should be secured for future growth

CONSIDERATION: Expand availability of home occupation businesses. See Appendix C for the detailed
Home Occupation LUB review.
Home-based business is an important economic driver in a municipality. These businesses provide
employment for their operators (and potentially others) supplementary income, and bring new products
and services into the community.
As Kneehill County residents face increased unemployment and reduced earning due to the economic
downturn, Council may wish to consider reducing the red tape that Home Occupation Businesses are
subjected to. At present, the Land Use Bylaw is restrictive as to where and how these businesses can
operate, in direct contrast with the Municipal Development Plans objective of “augmenting income”.
While completing the Land Use Bylaw comparison, it was found that Mountain View County and
Flagstaff County do not require permits for specific Home Occupation Businesses.
RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•

Consider if all forms of Home Occupation businesses pose the same impact to the municipality
(traffic, nuisance, infrastructure etc.)
Could Kneehill County’s definitions for Home Occupation be refined/added to or amended to
allow for greater flexibility to accommodate specific industries as “permitted”?
Of those, would all Home Occupation require “Development Permits” or could those with
minimal municipal impact be exempt to reduce the red tape required to start up a business.

CONSIDERATION: Provide clear timelines and explanations of Kneehill County development processes.
See Appendix D for the Municipal Development Timeline Comparison.
The Kneehill County Planning and Development Department is quick and efficient when processing
applications and are confident that they outperform the competition when it comes to timelines. As
most non-residential development in the County is required to complete subdivision, zoning and
development applications, there may be a misconception that development will take longer to navigate
than in other municipalities where shovel ready land is readily available.
8|Page
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Though the County currently does provide brochures with general outlines of the processes and the
mandated Municipal Government Act timelines, providing clearly defined timelines and process charts
would assist in instilling confidence in potential investors.
RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•

Complete brochures with detailed timelines and process charts
Identify where subdivision, zoning and development application timelines may overlap, reducing
approval times
Provide in print and online as most site selectors will review that information while narrowing
down their prospective sites, prior to contacting municipal staff

2. ALIGN POLICIES & PROCESSES
“The economic development structure within communities plays a strong role in a community's ability
and path towards seeking and truly capturing inward investment. The level and capacity of the
economic development office along with community infrastructure and market conditions will play vital
roles in attraction.
Local, regional, provincial, and international policies for investment attraction play significant roles when
it comes to attracting inward investment. Communities typically face challenges in terms of the strong
need to have well-established policies that are broad, effective, and transparent. Policies focused on
investment will build the human and infrastructure capacities to implement investments. (EDCD
Consulting, 2012)”

CONSIDERATION: Improve inter-department collaboration when working with businesses during site
selection and development.
“Collaboration between departments is more than simply “cooperating” with other teams. It involves a
shared vision, mutual respect, and an in-depth understanding of each others role in a project with the
goal of achieving excellent business outcomes and outstanding customer experience. (Wong, 2020)”
Businesses and Investors face an unenviable amount of licensing, permitting, applications, and tasks
from a multitude of sources while starting a new business. By having Kneehill County departments work
collaboratively when dealing with these individuals and organizations, not only are the internal
processes streamlined (saving investors time and money) but the duplication of internal efforts is
removed (saving the County time and money).
RECOMMENDATION:
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Develop a framework to identify the process of how the municipality as a whole and each
department within approaches new investment, site selection inquires, and business.

CONSIDERATION: Further BI & A training for municipal staff and Council
Investment and attraction activities are the responsibility of the municipality as a whole. Council,
Administration, and each department, play a role in ensuring that businesses and investors receive an
accurate, timely response and information.
To date, some internal training has been provided to the Management team in regards to investment
readiness, however, more detailed training would be beneficial in improving the investor’s experience.
RECOMMENDATION:
•
•

Continue to provide Investment Readiness Training to staff that will deal with site selection and
development inquiries.
Provide Investment Readiness Training to Council

CONSIDERATION: Complete an Economic Development Strategy to clearly define Council’s goals and
priorities
Council directs the overall vision of economic growth and prosperity in a region based on the needs of
the community. That direction is then utilized to develop a strategy and implementation plan. The
resulting Economic Development Strategy provides a road map for municipal staff to develop and
prioritize projects and programs that align with Council’s vision.
RECOMMENDATION:
•

Utilizing Council and community consultation, undertake the development of an Economic
Development Strategic Plan

3. LAND & INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY
The availability of land is imperative to Investment Readiness. No amount of municipal preparation will
assist in attracting new business if, ultimately, there is no land available for relocation. Further, having
an inventory of investment-ready land, expedites the municipality’s ability to respond to site selection
inquires in a timely manner. “Investment ready” lands are characterised by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subdivision and zoning complete
Serviced by a municipal water system
Serviced by a municipal sanitary sewer system
Serviced with electricity
Serviced with natural gas (where available)
Serviced with high--‐speed telecommunications
Size of land available for development
No significant natural environmental issues (e.g., Seismic activities)
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No man--‐made environmental issues, such as chemical contamination (e.g., Brownfields)
Designated in the municipality's official community plan and zoning bylaws
as industrial, commercial, or other designations allowing industrial uses such
as manufacturing, assembly, and warehousing
(EDCD Consulting, 2012)

Kneehill County’s inventory of investment-ready land is almost non-existent, as demonstrated in the
Kneehill County Comprehensive Land Analysis completed in 2020, with the collaboration of the Central
Alberta Economic Partnership. This lack of land places Kneehill County far behind the readiness curve in
comparison to other Central Alberta municipalities.
Central Alberta Economic Partnership (CAEP) Shovel Ready Land Inventory – December 2020
Vacant Industrial Shovel Ready
CAEP Member
Land available (acres)
Lands
4
143.74
Lacombe County
4
3
193.10
Red Deer County
5
14.69
Clearwater County
4
441.52
JEDI (Millet and Wetaskiwin County)
3
0
Kneehill County
0

CONSIDERATION: Determine what privately owned lands may be available for future sale or
development and build agreements with landowners accordingly
As identified in the Competitive Land Analysis (McSweeney, 2020), Kneehill County has very little land
listed for re-sale and owns only one lot that would be considered suitable for industrial development. By
creating an inventory of lands that owners have a desire to sell or develop in the future, Kneehill County
can provide those contacts to site selectors and investors when suitable.
RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•

Identify what privately-held lands may be available for sale or development
Create an inventory of those lands, including appropriate contacts
Build agreements with landowners as required to identify the cost of lands and any special
conditions that may be applicable

CONSIDERATION: Develop a Land Strategy to address the lack of available lands
In the Kneehill County Competitive Land Analysis (McSweeney, 2020), industrial development is a key
contributor to economic growth, employment, sustainability, and prosperity of a municipality.
Developing land is expensive and carries a long-term return on investment. It is an unlikely prospect to
assume that private development will take place in areas where there is not already a proven demand
for land.
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A Land Strategy will provide Kneehill County with a plan to locate, acquire and direct land development
over the long term. An adequate inventory of shovel-ready land is required to support the expansion of
industry in the region.
RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•

Identify growth sectors
Complete a Location Analysis to identify potential lands where a business park/industrial
development would ideally take place
Develop a Land Strategy that outlines future employment and land needs, preferred growth
areas and identifies solutions to bring more lands online.

CONSIDERATION: Amend policies and develop future growth strategies for servicing and
infrastructure
Kneehill County has no shovel ready land available that would be suitable for business and/or industrial
development. Further, the County’s existing infrastructure and policies are prohibitive to non-residential
development in regards to servicing (i.e., water connections). By proactively reviewing, amending,
and/or writing policies that address how and where perspective businesses can connect to existing
servicing and infrastructure, municipal staff can more efficiently and accurately address the needs of
those businesses.
Further, in areas where infrastructure is non-existent, having clear guidelines in place as to how to
proceed with development and connection would be beneficial in matching potential investors with
appropriate lands.
RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•
•

Policy review to address areas where non-residential servicing is prohibited or inefficiently
accessed. Amend as required.
Identify future growth lands where servicing and infrastructure would be most beneficial to
Kneehill County and perspective businesses
Develop a Land Strategy outlining servicing and connectivity guidelines and locations
Develop any incentives that could be put in place to assist investors in obtaining servicing or
infrastructure

CONSIDERATION: Improve Broadband Connectivity. See schedule E for the National Broadband
Internet Services Availability Map of Kneehill County
Broadband connectivity throughout the region is provided almost exclusively through cellular towers
and on average sits at speeds of 25/5 or lower, substantially below the CRTC’s recommendation of
50/10. A failure to provide adequate internet speeds prohibits businesses that require the ability to
transfer data files, access off-site services or connect remotely. Further, advanced agriculture and nextgeneration precision agriculture rely heavily on access to adequate broadband speeds to operate
equipment and remain competitive.
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RECOMMENDATION:
•
•
•
•

Identify and consult with existing Internet Service Providers (ISP’s) to determine if there is
potential to partner on infrastructure upgrades
Identify regional partners that share similar connectivity concerns
Determine if/what funding may be available to assist with infrastructure upgrades
Develop a broadband strategy

CONSIDERATION: Consider regional projects to pool funds for strategies and studies to improve
investment attraction opportunities in the region.
Investment readiness can be a costly venture when considering the planning required to achieve
positive results. The benefit being almost all municipalities with a desire to improve their investment
readiness’ status must undertake the same planning. Kneehill County is uniquely situated in that all the
municipalities located within, share similar characteristics, industry sectors, needs, and goals.
By working regionally to address shared needs, the region can collectively raise its investment readiness
status to the benefit of all. Pooled funding, manpower and resources will allow the region to achieve
results quicker and more cost-effectively. Further, the sharing of resources in regards to future planning
will create a more cohesive and comprehensive growth map moving forward.
RECOMMENDATION:
•
•

Identify projects that will be of joint benefit to multiple partners in the region
Contact those municipalities to determine if there is a desire to complete identified projects
jointly

SUMMARY
If a municipality truly wants to attract investment to the region, there are a number of factors that must
be considered and addressed. Obtaining and maintaining investment readiness requires a concerted
effort by Council and Administration to ensure that all the foundational pieces are in place to make the
community investment-friendly.
Municipal Councils are responsible for identifying and developing the vision for the community’s future
economy. That directive then becomes the responsibility of Administration to achieve. Plans and policies
are reviewed and realigned, budgets are developed, and projects are initiated to make that vision a
reality.
Overall, Kneehill County has some hurdles to face prior to considering the municipality “Investment
Ready”, however, many steps have already been taken to pave the path to success. Focusing on
investment-friendly plans and policies, aligning plans and strategies, and addressing land and
infrastructure concerns will assist in building a solid foundation for future Business Investment and
Attraction success.
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Appendix B: Land Use Bylaw Discretionary Review
Kneehill County Highway Commercial - To provide a range of essential services on adjacent highways to
serve the motoring public
1. Where would a highway commercial zone be considered based on the definition? Along the highway
2. Why? To serve the motoring public
Permitted Uses
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Accessory Building
Automotive and Recreational Vehicle
Sales and Rentals
Culinary Herb Production
Cut Flower Market
Eating and Drinking Establishment
Equipment Rentals
Farm and Industrial Equipment and
Machinery Sales and Service
Gas Bar
Hotel

Motel
Motor Vehicle Servicing, Repair and Storage
– Service Station
(l) Office
(m) Personal Services Facility
(n) Public Utility Building
(o) Restaurant
(p) Retail Store
(l) Security Suite
(m) Solar, Private – Ground Mounted
(n) Tree Farm
(j)
(k)

Discretionary Uses
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)

(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)
(v)
(w)
(x)
(y)
(z)
(aa)
(bb)
(cc)
(dd)
(ee)
(ff)
(gg)
(hh)
(ii)

Accessory Use(s)
Agricultural Processing
Agriculture Support Services
Agriculture Tourism
Animal Shelter
Auction Mart
Auction Mart, Livestock
Brewery/Distillery & Sales
Bulk Fuel Depot
Campground/RV Park
Car/Truck Wash
Cheese Processing
Commercial Kennel
Commercial Storage
Conference Centre
Drive-Through Business
Feed Mills, grain elevators, seed cleaning
plants & fertilizer storage & distribution

Financial Service
Greenhouse, Commercial
Landscaping, Commercial
Liquor Sales
Market Garden
Meat Market/Butcher
Portable Storage Container
Public or Quasi-public Use
Recreational, Minor
Recycling Collection Point
Recycling Depot
RV Storage – Major
RV Storage – Minor
Sign
Truck Stop
Warehousing
Wind Energy Conversion System – Private
Wool Processing

Yellow: consider if there are any implications associated with moving to permitted?
Strike-through: Do these support the use of the district or are they better suited to another district?
Blue: Can any of these definitions be amended to make the “use” more concise, potentially moving it to
a permitted “use”?
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•

Warehousing: means a facility for the indoor storage of goods and merchandise and may
include offices related to the administration of the warehouse facility as an accessory use.
Warehousing includes mini or self-storage facilities. * see Commercial Storage

•

Commercial Storage: means a use in a building or group of buildings providing lockers available
for rent to the public for the indoor storage of personal goods.

•

Cheese Processing: no definition

•

Agricultural Support Services: means the use of land, buildings, and structures for the purpose
of supplying goods, materials or services directly related to the agricultural industry. Without
restricting the generality of the foregoing, this shall include the sale and storage of seed, feed,
fertilizer, chemical products, fuel, and agricultural machinery and may include such facilities as
grain terminals, feed mills, seed cleaning plants, and bulk fertilizer storage and distribution
plants. Does not include Hazardous/Noxious Uses or any cannabis support services.

•

Feed Mills, Grain Elevators and Seed Cleaning - means facilities in which grains and/or animal
feeds are prepared and/or stored during shipment to or from farms.

•

Tree Farm: no definition
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Appendix C – Home Occupation LUB Review
At present Kneehill County has two types of Home Occupation Business:
Home Occupation, Major: means an occupation, trade, profession, or craft carried on by a resident of
a dwelling that is secondary to the residential use of the dwelling and may include the use of accessory
buildings. It does not include a bed and breakfast establishment, a cannabis, retail, or cannabis
accessory establishment.
Permitted Zones: none
Discretionary Zone: Agriculture District
Home Occupation, Minor: means an occupation, trade, profession, or craft carried on by a resident
of a dwelling that is secondary to the residential use of the dwelling. The home occupation shall be
wholly contained within the dwelling unit. It does not include a bed and breakfast establishment, a
cannabis, retail, or cannabis accessory establishment.
Permitted Zones: Agriculture, Agriculture Residential
Discretionary Zone: Hamlet Residential, Hamlet General, Ex Hamlet
Flagstaff County Home Occupation Business:
Home Occupation, Major: any business, occupation, trade, profession, or craft that is carried on as
a secondary use within a dwelling by at least one permanent resident of the said dwelling, and which
increases traffic circulation in the neighbourhood in which it is located. A major home occupation
does not change the character of the dwelling in which it is located or have any exterior evidence of
secondary use other than a small sign as provided for in 7.17 of this Bylaw. A major home occupation
does not include adult entertainment services, day homes, bed, and breakfast establishments, dating
or escort services, or veterinary services
Permit Not Required: none
Permitted Zones: Highway Commercial
Discretionary Zone: Agriculture District, Agriculture Smallholding, Multi-lot Country Residential, Hamlet
General
Home Occupation, Minor: means any business, occupation, trade, profession, or craft that is carried
on as a secondary use within a dwelling by at least one permanent resident of the said dwelling, and
which does not increase traffic circulation in the neighbourhood in which it is located. A minor home
occupation does not change the character of the dwelling in which it is located or have any exterior
evidence of secondary use other than a small sign as provided for 7.17 of this Bylaw. A minor home
occupation does not include adult entertainment services, or dating or escort services;
Permit Not Required: Agriculture District, Agriculture Smallholding, Multi-lot Country Residential,
Hamlet General, Highway Commercial
Permitted Zones: none
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Discretionary Zone: none
***Every municipality maintains different levels of control over home occupation businesses, each has
carefully worded their definitions to accommodate the level of risk they are willing to take. Some, like
Mountainview County, have broken them into three categories allowing them to more clearly target
specific uses.
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Schedule D – Municipal Development Timeline Comparison
Example 1 – Kneehill County’s Land Use Redesignation Brochure

Example 2 - Lac La Biche County Rezoning Information Package (pages 5 & 10 of 16 shown). Note the
detailed timeline attached to the process flow chart.
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Schedule E - National Broadband Internet Services Availability Map
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report
Subject:

Agenda Item #

5.0

Meeting Date:

Community Grants to Non Profit Organizations Policy #15-3, Round One
2021
2021-04-20

Presented By:

Mike Haugen, CAO

Prepared By:

Carolyn Van der Kuil, Legislative Services Coordinator
The Round One Community Grant application deadline was on March 3, 2021.

Background/
Proposal

Attached for your consideration are the applications.
There are a total of two eligible applications received and the total amount
requested for Round One is $8,500.00.
There was one non-eligible application. They were ineligible because they were
an organization who provided services or programs that are the responsibility of
another level of government.

Discussion/
Options/Benefits/
Disadvantages:
Link to Strategic Plan:
Discussion Outcome:

Attachments:

The amount of grant dollars allocated to the Community Grants to Non-Profit
Organizations grant program for 2021 is $50,000.

Level of Service
That the Committee of the Whole recommend to Council to approve the following
Round One Community Grants to Non-Profit Organizations funding to the
following organizations:
• Acme & District Golf Course - $2,500.00
• Parkview Lodge of Carbon- $6,000.00
Community Grant Application Package

CAO Approval:
Mike Haugen, Chief Administrative Officer
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KNEEHILL COUNTY - COMMUNITY GRANTS TO NON PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS - POLICY #15-3
Application Summary Form 2021

Total of 2021 Budget

$50,000.00

Round One Funding
February

$0.00

Round Two Funding
Balance for 2021

$0.00
$50,000.00

Round One March
No.

Name of Applicant

Location

2021-01

Acme & District Golf
Course

2021-02

Parkview Lodge of Carbon Carbon

Acme

Project
Amount

Amount
Request

$7,750.00
$12,000.00

Purpose of Application

Name of Applicant

Location

Project
Amount

Amount
Request

Project
Amount
Amount Request
Totals for 2021 Round One
$19,750.00
$8,500.00
Project
Amount
Totals for 2021 Round Two

Total of 2021
Budget
Round One Funding
February
Round Two Funding
Balance for 2021

Amount Request
$0.00
$0.00

Purpose of Application

Comments
March 2015- $2400.00 update blinds and bathroom
February 2013- $2000.00 new chairs
October 2017- $2,900.00 Kitchen Exhaust Fan

$2,500.00 Upgrades to Clubhouse.
Outside Doors and Storage
$6,000.00 Shed for Tenants.

Round Two October
No.

Amount
Approved

Amount
Approved

Comments

Amount
Approved
Amt Approved Round One
$0.00
Amount
Approved
Amt Approved Round Two
$0.00

$50,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$50,000.00
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report

Agenda Item #

6.0

Subject:

Kneehill County Scholarship Policy

Meeting Date:

2021-04-20

Presented By:

Mike Haugen, CAO

Prepared By:

Carolyn Vander Kuil, Legislative Services Coordinator
At the December 2019 Council meeting, Council amended the policy. The
changes made were:

Background/
Proposal

•
•
•

Discussion/
Options/Benefits/
Disadvantages:

Changing the scholarship criteria to two scholarships selected based
upon 20% Academic Achievement; 60% Written Essay; 20% Letters of
Reference. (Under 3)
Essay topic will change each program year. (Under 2.2)
Council will approve applications at COW Meeting and recommendations
will come to Council. (Under 4.2)

We have gone through one year with these amendments and are about to
advertse for the second year. Are there any further changes Council would like to
see regarding this policy?

Link to Strategic Plan:

Level of Service

Discussion Outcome:

That Council recommend any changes to Council.

Attachments:

Policy # 15-5, Kneehill County Scholarship
2020 Application

CAO Approval:
Mike Haugen, Chief Administrative Officer
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Scholarship Award
2020 Application Form
POLICY #15-5

PURPOSE
This scholarship program was established for Kneehill County residents enrolled in a post-secondary
institution. The intent of this policy is to emphasize that education is not an end in itself, but instead is a
means by which people become contributing members of society. Kneehill County recognizes the
importance of an educated population to the future well-being of rural communities. This scholarship
program is in support of rural students attending a university, college or trade school.
AWARD VALUE
The award will be in the form of two scholarships valued at $2,000 each.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
Applicant must:
•
•
•

Be a rural resident of Kneehill County.
Be enrolled in their first year as full-time student at a recognized post-secondary institution.
Have graduated with an Alberta High-School Diploma and have taken a minimum of 25 credits in
final school year.
SELECTION PROCESS

The selection committee shall consist of all current Kneehill County Councillors.
The recipients will be selected based upon the following criteria:
•
•
•

20% - Academic Achievement
60% - Written essay and contributions to school or community; leadership activities
20% - Letters of reference

The personal information on this form is being collected for the purpose of determining eligibility of an applicant to receive a scholarship. This information is collected under the authority
of Section 33 (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and may become public information once it is submitted to Council during a Council meeting. Questions
regarding the collection of this information can be directed to the FOIP Coordinator at 403-443-5541.
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Scholarship Award
2020 Application Form
POLICY #15-5

APPLICATION PROCESS

Included with your completed Application form and signed Declaration:
•
•
•
•
•

A written essay (maximum 1500 words). Essay topic will be determined by the CAO for each
program year.
Two written letters of reference (non-relative). References should comment on your academic
abilities, your volunteer involvement and extracurricular activities.
Current transcript
Confirmation of enrollment and acceptance into program at post-secondary institution.
Headshot profile image for publicity. Preferably a graduation picture to be used if candidate is
selected.
ESSAY TOPIC

Please provide a written essay on the topic listed below. (Maximum 1500 words.)
“What could Kneehill County do to increase youth’s awareness of the County and to engage
and involve youth in the County’s decision making processes? In your answer please provide
specific examples and explain why you feel that they would be effective.”

SEND YOUR COMPLETED APPLICATION TO:
Kneehill County
C/O Sponsorship Program
PO Box 400
Three Hills, AB
T0M 2A0

Or alternatively via email:
execassist@kneehillcounty.com
Please direct all application inquiries to:
Carolyn Van der Kuil at 403-443-5541

APPLICATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 30 AT 4:30 P.M.

The personal information on this form is being collected for the purpose of determining eligibility of an applicant to receive a scholarship. This information is collected under the authority
of Section 33 (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and may become public information once it is submitted to Council during a Council meeting. Questions
regarding the collection of this information can be directed to the FOIP Coordinator at 403-443-5541.
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Scholarship Award
2020 Application Form
POLICY #15-5

PERSONAL INFORMATION

First Name:
Last Name:
Rural Address: (Blue Sign)

(Must be a Kneehill County Resident)

Mailing Address:
City:

Province:

Telephone:

Alberta

Postal Code:

Cell Phone Number:

Email Address:

POST-SECONDARY STUDIES

Name of Institution you plan on attending:
Name of Program:
Entry Date of Program:

CHECKLIST
 Application Form and Signed Declaration
 Written Essay
 Two Letters of Reference

 Current Transcript
 Confirmation of Enrollment
 Graduation Picture

Any incomplete scholarship application will not be processed or considered for a scholarship award.

The personal information on this form is being collected for the purpose of determining eligibility of an applicant to receive a scholarship. This information is collected under the authority
of Section 33 (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and may become public information once it is submitted to Council during a Council meeting. Questions
regarding the collection of this information can be directed to the FOIP Coordinator at 403-443-5541.
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Scholarship Award
2020 Application Form
POLICY #15-5

DECLARATION OF APPLICANT
I have read and understand the instructions, and DECLARE THAT:
• All information provided is true and complete and I understand it is subject to audit.
• I will meet any eligibility requirements and obligations of the scholarship as stated in Kneehill
County Policy #15-5.
• I will be a full-time student at the institution named for the period stated.
• I will immediately notify Kneehill County in writing if I withdraw from full-time studies before
completing one semester of studies.
• I am a rural resident of Kneehill County.
I understand and agree that:
• If I receive a Kneehill County Scholarship Award, I may be requested to attend a recognition
ceremony to be publically recognized.
• If I receive a Kneehill County Scholarship Award, my name and photo may be published in the
local newspaper, Kneehill County website and in other Kneehill County Communications.
• Any incomplete scholarship application will not be processed or considered for Scholarship
award.

Signature of Applicant

Date

The personal information on this form is being collected for the purpose of determining eligibility of an applicant to receive a scholarship. This information is collected under the authority
of Section 33 (c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and may become public information once it is submitted to Council during a Council meeting. Questions
regarding the collection of this information can be directed to the FOIP Coordinator at 403-443-5541.
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report

Agenda Item #

7.0

Subject:

Citizen Satisfaction Survey

Meeting Date:

2021-04-20

Presented By:

Christine Anderson, Communications Officer

Prepared By:

Christine Anderson, Communications Officer
Council has budgeted for a Citizen Satisfaction Survey in 2021. Many
municipalities conduct these surveys regularly to guage the overall satisfaction of
their citizens and help determine community priorities/values going forward.

Background/
Proposal

As Council hasn’t conducted a Satisfaction Survey before, the data collected
would serve as a benchmark going forward.
Discussion/
Options/Benefits/
Disadvantages:

Leger 360, out of Calgary, has conducted similar surveys for City of Calgary,
Town of Cochrane, City of Edmonton, and Leduc County. They recommend a
mailed out survey, with each resident given a unique code to access the survey
online.
They are currently using this method with Leduc County, and of the 5000

households contacted they have received over 700 responses so far (unheard of
for a mail-out survey.)

The total cost would be $13,900. This cost would include:
• Questionnaire design
• Programming, testing and fielding an online survey with a list of unique
PINs for all residents (with Kneelhill County handling all distribution)
• Survey of up to 15 minutes in length with 6 open end questions (and
includes coding of those questions)
• Statistics and advanced analytics
• Reporting
The survey mail-out could potentially be combined with our Tax & assessment
Notice to save on costs of mailing as well.
Link to Strategic Plan:
Discussion Outcome:
Attachments:

Ensuring Communications & Engagement
Sample Survey Questions
Survey Report from Town of Cochrane

CAO Approval:
Mike Haugen, Chief Administrative Officer
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Kneelhill County Citizen Satisfaction Survey
General
*S1. Please select the category below that best represents you:
[] I live in and pay taxes to Kneelhill County. [Continue]
[] I live in but do not pay taxes to Kneelhill County. [Continue]
[] I do not live in but do pay taxes to Kneelhill County. [Continue]
[] I do not live in or pay taxes to Kneelhill County. [Skip to termination page]

*S2. Which age category do you fall into?
[] 1 = under 18 [Skip to termination page]
[] 2 = 18 to 34
[] 3 = 35 to 54
[] 4 = over 55
[] Prefer not to say

Page | 1
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Kneelhill County Citizen Satisfaction Survey
Quality of life
*1.

How would you rate your overall quality of life in Kneelhill County today?

[1=very poor to 5=very good]

*2.

Do you feel that your quality of life in Kneelhill County in the past three years has:
1. Improved
2. Stayed the same
3. Worsened

[IF Q2=IMPROVED, ASK Q3. IF Q2=WORSENED, ASK Q4. OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q5]

3. Why do you think your quality of life has improved? [Open end]

4. Why do you think your quality of life has worsened? [Open end]

*5.
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:
[Randomize]
(1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am proud to live in Kneelhill County.
Kneelhill County is a place where I feel safe and secure.
Kneelhill County is a great place to raise my family.
Kneelhill County is planning for the future.
Kneelhill County has a healthy local economy.
I would recommend Kneelhill County as a place to live.
I feel connected to the people in my community.
I feel a sense of belonging in Kneelhill County.
I am satisfied with the opportunities to connect with other people in the county.

Page | 2
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Kneelhill County Citizen Satisfaction Survey
Satisfaction with county services
9a. How satisfied you are with the OVERALL level and quality of services and programs provided by
Kneelhill County?
(1=very dissatisfied to 5=very satisfied)

9b. Please rate your satisfaction with the following programs and services provided to you by Kneelhill
County. [EACH SECTION WILL BE DISPLAYED IN A SEPARATE MATRIX OF QUESTIONS]
(1=very dissatisfied to 5=very satisfied, plus “I am not aware” and “Doesn’t apply to me”)

NOTE: in this section we would test several services and programs that are specific to Kneehill County.
This may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Community and family support services
Emergency services
Parks and campgrounds
Recreation
Planning and development
Roads
Waste and recycling
Water and sewer services
Weed control
Pest control
Etc.

10. All things considered, is there one thing that comes to mind that would make Kneelhill County an
even better place to live?
[Open end]

Levels of services and taxation
11. Please rate the value you feel you receive from your municipal property tax dollars.
[Scale 1 Very poor value to 5 Very good value]

12. As a resident of Kneelhill County, what do you feel are the two most important LOCAL issues facing
the county today, and that you feel should receive the greatest attention from your local leaders?
[Open End – DISPLAY AS TWO SEPARATE TEXT BOXES)
Page | 3
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Kneelhill County Citizen Satisfaction Survey
Most important issue: _______
Second most important issue: __________

Contact and communication
13. Have you contacted or interacted with Kneelhill County or one of its employees in the last 12
months? [multi select for yes]
 Yes – with employees
 Yes – with council
 No
[IF YES IN Q13, ASK Q14. OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q16]

14.

How did you contact or interact with an employee or member of council? (multi select)








By phoning the county directly
Via email
Via social media
In writing, for example, writing a personal letter or fax
In person, for example visiting county offices
Via a contact form on the county website
Some other way [SPECIFY]

15a. Overall, how satisfied are you with your interactions with the county in the last 12 months?
[1=very dissatisfied to 5=very satisfied]

15b. Please explain the reason behind your level of satisfaction. [Open end]

18. What is your main source of receiving information from Kneelhill County? [Single Select]
[randomize]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newspaper advertisements
Direct mail/billing inserts
County Chronicle
County website
Kneelhill County Facebook page
Kneelhill County Twitter account
Email (newsletters or notifications)
Other (please specify)

Page | 4
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Kneelhill County Citizen Satisfaction Survey
Public participation
We are interested in learning about your awareness of and participation in public participation
opportunities.
23. In the past 12 months have you (select all that apply):
Attended a public participation event
o Virtual
o In-person
Provided input to Kneelhill County online
Provided input directly to a member of council
None of the above
24. Thinking about how Kneelhill County engages its residents, please rate your level of agreement with
each of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have the opportunity to voice my opinions in decisions that affect me.
Kneelhill County takes into account public feedback to make decisions.
Kneelhill County recognizes the needs and interests of its residents.
Kneelhill County makes it easy for those affected by or interested in a decision to provide their
input.
Kneelhill County communicates to residents how their input affected the decision.
I provide my opinions to Kneelhill County when there are issues of importance to me
Kneelhill County’s public participation opportunities are accessible and inclusive

Page | 5
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2019 Community
Satisfaction Survey
Final Report
September 2019
Prepared for the Town of Cochrane by:
NRG National Research Group
933 - 17th Avenue SW, Suite 405
Calgary, AB Canada T2T 5R6
www.nrgresearchgroup.com
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Background and Methods
METHODS
The use of 5-point scales is preferred as the increased variability in
responses can better identify areas of strength and opportunity. The main
issue with 4-point scales is that they can create a more positive picture
than truly exists. This can lead to areas of importance to residence being
overlooked. With a 4-point scale, respondents with a neutral perspective
(neither good nor bad) tend to choose a positive rating, rather than a
negative rating. As such, using a 5-point scale produces better data and
more actionable outcomes.

The 2019 Town of Cochrane resident Satisfaction Survey was
conducted via a telephone survey of randomly selected households
within Cochrane between June 3, 2019 and June 18, 2019. A sample
of 401 residents aged 18 years and older completed the survey,
which averaged 20.4 minutes in length. The margin of error
associated with this sample size is +/- 4.9%, 19 times out of 20. This is
a common sample size and margin of error for this type of research.
The survey was promoted in local media to make residents aware of
this important survey. Results are weighted to ensure the age and
gender distribution reflect that of the actual population according to
the most recent census data.

In order to compare the 2019 results to the 2014 results, we have
combined points 3, 4 and 5 as the “top box” results. Although we have
shown results in this way for comparison purposes, the analysis and
insights take full advantage of using a 5-point scale to highlight areas of
strength and opportunity. For advanced analytics, a PerformanceImportance matrix was created, where percentages taken from a Key
Drivers analysis were plotted against average satisfaction scores. This
allows for the identification of which opportunity areas will have the
greatest positive impact on quality of life and community satisfaction.
Additionally, we are able to see the areas that are performing really well
and should be maintained.

COMPARISONS TO PREVIOUS SURVEYS
The survey instrument was largely based on the 2014 survey to
enable comparisons. One important changes in the 2019 survey was
that all rating questions were changed to 5-point scales. In 2014 most
scales were 4-point scales.

2
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Analytic Approach
To analyze the results of the survey, we created a comprehensive
analytic approach that relies on several advanced analytics. Specifically,
we conducted:

Results provide relative importance scores, which differ from absolute
importance scores. Specifically, relative means ‘compared to some
other thing’ (i.e., other programs and services), while absolute means
‘regardless of anything else you might want to compare it to’ (i.e., how
important is X to you?).

• Key Driver Analysis
• Importance-Performance Analysis

Determines areas of opportunity and of strength across each of the
dimensions. Specific actions are identified with a focus on improving
quality of life and overall community satisfaction. The method uses
regression to understand these key attributes and the analysis can be
used to identify specific drivers of quality of life and community
satisfaction. This information will provide important information
pertaining to how to better prioritize specific community features,
services, and others areas, enhance the value of the resident
experience, and increase efficiencies

• Segmentation Analysis

KEY DRIVER ANALYSIS
Town of Cochrane residents are exceptionally satisfied with their
quality of life. In order to shed some light on what areas are more likely
to be influencing quality of life, a key drivers analysis was conducted.
This analysis uses a statistical technique called regression which looks
to establish the strength of the relationship between an overall variable
(i.e. quality of life) and numerous independent variables (i.e.
satisfaction with town services and programs).

Essentially, a key driver analysis is a predictive statistic that attempts to
determine which programs and/or services best predict the overall
quality of life of residents within Cochrane. This will allow you to
determine which areas to focus on with respect to the ones that will
have the largest impact on quality of life.

This analysis identifies the programs and services that have the most
influence on quality of life; information that can guide future planning
and community initiatives.
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Analytic Approach
IMPORTANCE-PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A key driver plot relates the importance to the resident of an attribute
(x-axis – derived from the key driver analysis) with performance in this
same area (y-axis – taken from top box scores). The importance relative
to performance is displayed within four quadrants to identify the areas
where actions will have the biggest impact.

IMPORTANCE

• Maintain focus (high importance/high performance) elements that
are perceived as strengths of community satisfaction.
• Priority area of focus (high importance/low performance) includes
elements that may require immediate attention.
• Medium priority area (low importance/low performance) does not
represent any threat to community satisfaction , however, internal
discussions may consider transferring resources from these
elements to those requiring urgent action (i.e., Q2).
• Lowest priority area (low importance/high performance) includes
elements whose high qualities have no impact on the total resident
satisfaction, so you may wish to consider allocating resources from
these elements to other areas.
By taking the mean of scores on importance values and performance
values we create an intersection that establishes the four quadrants.

HIGH
PRIORITY

MAINTAIN

MEDIUM
PRIORITY

LOW
PRIORITY

PERFORMANCE
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Analytic Approach
SEGMENTATION ANALYSIS

TOP BOX SCORES

Segmentation allows for the identification of specific target audiences
and their characteristics. The larger group of respondents is broken into
smaller sections of like-minded residents, called segments, and a
segment analysis looks at the segment groups to find specific needs
unique to that group. Further, we provide any identifying
characteristics unique to each segment (when applicable) to help
better understand who the segment is comprised of.

In addition to our advanced analytics, we have provided Top Box Scores
(i.e., 3-5/5) throughout the report. This approach allows us to replicate
the analysis that has previously been used for this study which, in turn,
provides us with the opportunity to conduct comparisons where
appropriate. With this information we can assess changes over time,
which will further help to determine the current strengths and
weaknesses, as well as to identify opportunities to growth.

To conduct segmentation we use a statistical technique known as
latent class analysis. This analysis looks for response patterns within the
data and uses this to split people into groups according to this
information.
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2019 Community Satisfaction Survey

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Executive Summary
TTop
opRanked
RankedQuestions
Questions

Opportunities
Land Use and Neighbourhood Planning currently
has the greatest room for improvement. It’s of high
importance but only 65% are satisfied, dropping 34%
since 2014.

99% Agree

Living in Cochrane enables a healthy and active
lifestyle

59% of residents mentioned increased
Traffic Congestion as an important local
issue

98% of Cochrane residents

Have a good perception of the
quality of life in Cochrane

43% of residents mentioned
controlling and managing growth
of the town as an important local
issue

98% Agree

Cochrane is safe and
secure
Cochrane’s programs and services account
for 74% of residents overall quality of life in
Cochrane. The primary factors are:

96% are satisfied with the
pathways Cochrane provides

Good pathways in Cochrane

91% are satisfied with the snow and
ice control on arterial and collector
roads

Snow and Ice Control on Roads

Cochrane residents are satisfied with support
services, such as family support services (96%
satisfied), Parent Link Centre (97% satisfied),
and support services for seniors (95% satisfied)

Land Use and Neighbourhood Planning

Strengths

Highest Importance

7
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2019 Community Satisfaction Survey

ISSUE AGENDA

8
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Issue Agenda
Managing growth of the town / better planning

21%

Roads/Road infrastructure/Highways
Public Transportation / Transit
Parks / Pathways / Green space (dog parks, finish pathway system, maintenance of
existing parks)
Education / More schools / More teachers/support staff

28%

12%

6%

5% 6% (No change)

Healthcare issues (Urgent care, 24 hr care)

3%3% 6%

Lack of amenities / services (bring in more retail, recreation facilities, event venues, cell
towers, hi-speed internet)
Crime / Increase in crime / Better law/by-law enforcement
Taxes / Taxes too high for the service received
Affordable housing / Housing that seniors/young people can afford
Seniors issues (move Seniors Centers / more support for seniors)

33% (-5%)

7%

4% 6%

Local economy (jobs, economic development, supporting local business)

13%

40% (+25%)

4% 4% 8% (+2%)

Water quality / Water/Sewer issues (lime in water, chlorine in water)

Garbage and Recycling / Environmental issues

59% (+18% vs. 2014)

17%

42%

Traffic / Traffic Congestion

5% 5%
2% 4% (-2%)
3% 4%
3% 5%
3% 3%
3% 4% (-3%)

Top issues within the Town of Cochrane
continue to be around traffic congestion
and roads. However, issues with managing
growth of the town have more than
doubled since 2014.
Residents who have been living in
Cochrane for 5 years or less are less likely
to have named traffic as an important local
issue (51%) vs. than those living in
Cochrane for 6-10 years (70%).

1%

Other

3%3% 6% (-1%)

None- Not aware of any issues

5% 5% (-22%)

First Mention

Second Mention

Q1. In your view, as a resident of the Town of Cochrane, what is the most important LOCAL issue facing the Town today, that is the one
issue you feel should receive the greatest attention from your local leaders?
Base: All respondents (n=396)

9
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2019 Community Satisfaction Survey

QUALITY OF LIFE

10
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Perceptions about Quality
of Life
5 - Very Good

50%

4

40%

3

2

1 - Very Poor

Total
2019: 98%
2014: 99%

8%

The top box score of “very good”
decreased by 19% since 2014 (in 2014,
69% rated perceptions about quality of
life as “very good”). This steep decline
in “very good” ratings is consistent
with the recent increased issues seen
with traffic congestion and growth
management.

2%

1%

Q2. How would you rate the overall quality of life in the Town of Cochrane today? Would you say it is...?
Base: All respondents (n=401)

11
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Perceived Change in the Quality of Life
in the Past Three Years
Improved

Stayed the same

Worsened

Don't know

70%
60%

58%

50%

56%
45%

40%
29%

30%

24%

21%
20%
10%
0%

18%

21%

4%

5%

2009 (n=350)

2014 (n=401)

20%

0.3%
2019 (n=399)

Q3. And, do you feel that the quality of life in the Town of Cochrane in the past three yearshas...?
Base: All respondents (n=399)

12
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Reasons for Improved Quality of Life
More amenities / shopping / restaurants

52%

More recreational opportunities / social
opportunities

28%

Like the small town feel / quieter / prefer it to
Calgary/the city / friendly

16%

Like the Town of Cochrane / like the services the
town provides / library / garbage collection
Personal life improvement (retired, have more
money, etc.)

14%

10%

Other 3%

Q4. Why do you think the quality of life has improved? (Open-ended)
Base (quality of life imrpoved): n=67

13
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Note: The 67 participants (20% of the sample) that indicated their quality of life has improved were asked this question.

Reasons for Worsened
Quality of Life
Traffic / increased congestion

68%

Town unable to handle growth /
Overcrowding / overpopulated /…
5%

Higher cost of living / expensive

5%

Personal life issues (less money, legal
issues, etc.)

4%

Taxes

4%

Increased crime / Law enforcement
issues
Other

Further, those who have lived in
Cochrane for 11-19 years are the most
likely to indicate traffic and increased
congestion for their worsened quality of
life (82% vs. 42% from those living in
Cochrane for 6-10 years, vs. 23% from
those living in Cochrane 5 years or less).

35%

Lack of services/amenities (24 hr
hospital, retail, etc.)

The two major issues were increased
traffic congestion and the towns inability
to handle growth. Outside of these two
factors, no other issues played a
significant role in decreasing quality of
life.

Interestingly, we see the opposite trend
with those that indicate their worsened
quality of life is caused by the towns
inability to handle growth. Residents who
have lived in Cochrane for 5 years or less
are more likely to indicate this (77% vs.
37% from those living in Cochrane for
more than 5 years).

3%
5%

Q5. Why do you think the quality of life hasworsened? (Open-ended)
Base (quality of life worsened): n=115

14
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Agreement with Statements
about Life in Cochrane
Living in Cochrane enables a healthy and active lifestyle

50%

39%

10%

99%

Cochrane is a place where I feel safe and secure

51%

37%

10%

98% (+1% vs. 2014)

9%

97% (+1%)

Cochrane is a great community to raise my family
I feel a sense of belonging to Cochrane

23%

Cochrane is a community with a bright future
I am satisfied with the opportunities to
connect with other community members
I have good access to all my daily activities - work, school,
volunteering, shopping, health care appointments, etc.
I feel connected to the community

30%

49%

20%

35%

36%

15%
23%

43%

27%

26%

8%

25%

61%

23%

39%

Strongly Agree (5)

4

95%
95%

27%

45%

I am proud to live Cochrane

9%

29%

57%

Younger Cochrane residents (18-34
years) are less likely to feel
connected to the community (25%
do not feel connected vs. 7% from
those aged 35+).

96%

16%

32%

48%

I would recommend Cochrane as a place to live
Cochrane has a healthy local economy

26%

62%

94% (-3%)
94% (NC)
93%

Younger residents (18-34 years) are
more optimistic about the health of
Cochrane’s local economy (86%
agree vs. 63% from those 35+).
Older residents (55+ years) are more
likely to agree they have good access
to their daily activities (78% agree
vs. 60% from those aged between
35-54 years).

91%
88%

3

Q6. I'm going to read you a few statements about life in the Town of Cochrane and I'd like you to indicate the degree to
which you agree or disagree with eachstatement.
n = 361 to 401

15
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One Word Used to Describe Cochrane
CHARISMATIC

ACCESSIBILITY
SEMI-ORIENTED
SERENE

CONNECTED
FOLKSY

WESTERN

GROWTH DELIGHTFUL

CLEAN SLOW-THINKING

SAFE

Unique

ATMOSPHERE SUCCESSFUL
THE MAN ON A HORSE

TOWNCONGESTED

FANTASTIC WELCOMING

MATURING
HOSPITALITY

RELAXING

Stressful

CONVENIENT

NICE
COMMUNITY
Quiet COUNTRYFAMILY
NATURAL
FRIENDLYSMALL
GROWING COWTOWN
BEAUTIFUL

AMBITIOUS
SMALL-MINDED

MOUNTAINS
RUSTIC

ENJOYABLE

Relaxed Youth

WALKING

Peaceful

Nature

FAIR

WIDE SPREAD

TRAFFIC

DECLINING
SPRAWLING
JUVENILE
ACTIVE
Historical
EXPANDING

SIMPLE

ACCESS
OUTDOORS
ENTHUSIASTIC
GROWING-PAINS

Strong

DISORGANIZED

WEST

PART

GOOD VIBRANT

OPEN
SECURITY
Bedroom

OKAY

GREAT
BUSYAWESOME
HOME
SPACE

QUAINT
PLEASANT

WILDLIFE

EVERY

HEART
MODERN
Improvable
ORIENTED

LIVABLE

ADEQUATE

INCLUSIVE

SCENIC OVERPOPULATED
FRESH
DIVERSE
HEALTHY

RECREATION

COMFORTABLECOMUNITY
WESTERN-HERITAGE
PROGRESSIVE

THRIVING

INFRASTRUCTURE

16

CHANGING ENERGETIC
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2019 Community Satisfaction Survey

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

17
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Perceptions on Growth and
Development in Cochrane

It is possible for the Town of Cochrane to
grow while maintaining the quality of life
we have come to enjoy

The Town of Cochrane keeps residents
informed about new developments

22%

13%

21%

24%

40%

Strongly Agree (5)

68% (-5% vs. 2014)

30%

4

83%

Residents have less confidence in
The Towns ability to grow while
maintaining the quality of life it’s
residents have come to enjoy than
they did in 2014 – there is a 10%
decrease in the top score of
“strongly agree.”
Residents who have lived in
Cochrane for 6+ years are less
confident in the towns ability to
grow while maintaining quality of
life (35% Bottom 2 Score vs. 21% for
residents who have lived there for 5
years or less).
These results demonstrate the
difficult balance between positive
quality of life and managing
continued growth.

3

Q26. I'm going to read you a few statements about growth and development in the Town ofCochrane
n = 393 to 400
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TOWN PERFORMANCE
EVALUATING PROGRAM AND SERVICE DELIVERY
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Satisfaction with Overall Level and Quality of
Town Services
19%

Very Satisfied (5)

52%

4

23%

3

2

Very dissatisfied (1)

Satisfied
2019: 94%
2014: 93%

4%

2%

Not satisfied
2019: 6%
2014: 6%

Q8. Please tell me how satisfied you are with the overall level and quality of services and programs provided by the Town of Cochrane.
Base: All respondents (n=396)
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Satisfaction with Town Programs
and Services
7% 98% (-2% vs. 2014)
7% 98% (-1%)
15% 98%
56%
27%
12% 97% (+15%)
39%
46%
14% 97% (-1%)
43%
40%
15% 97%
60%
22%
10% 96% (-1%)
44%
42%
17% 96% (+15%)
38%
41%
96% (+5%)
26%
39%
30%
95% (-1%)
20%
50%
25%
25%
47%
23%
94%
94% (+5%)
31%
48%
15%
13% 91% (-8%)
45%
33%
17% 91%
48%
27%
36%
41%
14%
91%
88% (-4%)
25%
43%
20%
86%
26%
39%
20%
72% (-21%)
32%
24%
15%
34%
25%
6%
65% (-34%)
30%
41%

60%
51%

Quality of drinking water
Fire Department
FCSS/Resource Centre
Pathways
Parks, sports fields and greenspaces
Parent Link Centre
Waste, recycling and organics collection
Eco-centre drop-off services
Support services for seniors
Support services for families
Town operated activities & programs for youth
Arts and culture programming
RCMP services
Snow and Ice control on arterial and collector roads
Public engagement
Municipal enforcement (bylaw/animal control)
Road maintenance
Affordable housing offered by the Town
Land use and neighbourhood planning

5 - Very Satisfied

4

Satisfaction with land
use/neighbourhood planning
witnessed the largest drop in
satisfaction scores. This is especially
true amongst residents who have
lived in Cochrane for 6+ years (30%
Top 2 Box Scores) than newer
residents (i.e., less than 5 years; 46%
Top 2 Box Scores).
Affordable housing also declined
quite considerably as “very
satisfied” scores declined 42% from
57% to 15%. More specifically, those
that have lived in Cochrane for less
than 5 years were significantly more
likely to have been satisfied with
affordable housing (70% satisfied)
than those living in Cochrane for
longer than 5 years (29% satisfied)

3

Q9. Please rate how satisfied you are with each…
n = 202 to 395
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Key Driver Analysis
Pathways

19%

Snow and Ice control on arterial and collector roads

16%

Arts & culture programming

8%

Land use and neighbourhood planning

8%

Affordable housing offered by the Town

7%

Municipal enforcement, including bylaw and animal control

6%

Support services for families

5%

Town operated activities and programs for kids and teens

5%

FCSS/Resource Centre

4%

Parks, sports fields and greenspaces

Further, land use/neighbourhood planning
and affordable housing offered by the
Town are two areas related to the
development of the community that will
also have a large impact on overall quality
of life.

4%

Parent Link Centre

3%

Fire Department

3%

Waste, recycling and organics collection

3%

RCMP services

2%

Support services for seniors

2%

Public engagement

2%

Road maintenance

2%

Eco-centre drop-off services

1%

Quality of drinking water

1%

Results revealed that satisfaction with
pathways and snow/ice control on arterial
and collector roads were the two strongest
predictors of quality of life. This suggests
that any changes to these two services will
have the largest influence on residents
quality of life.

Model run using relative importance analysis, with a fit of 74%.
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Importance-Performance Analysis
of Town Services and Programs

20.0

Pathways

Similar to 2014, land use and
neighbourhood planning represents the
highest priority area for the Town of
Cochrane. In addition to this, affordable
housing has shifted from a medium
priority area in 2014 to a high priority
area in 2019. These results provide
further evidence of the concerns
expressed by residents pertaining to
growth and affordable housing.

17.5
Snow and Ice control on
arterial and collector roads

15.0

IMPORTANCE

12.5

Arts & culture
programming

10.0

Land use and
neighbourhood planning

7.5

Municipal enforcement,
including bylaw and
animal control

Support services
for families

Affordable housing offered
by the Town

5.0

Public engagement

23

3

Fire Department

Parent Link Centre

Road maintenance
0.0

Parks, sports fields and
greenspaces

Town operated activities and programs for kids…

2.5

Snow and ice control experienced the
largest shift, moving from a high priority
area in 2014 to a strength.

FCSS/Resource Centre

4

RCMP services
Eco-centre
Support services for
drop-off
seniors
services

Waste, recycling and
organics collection
Quality of drinking water
5

PERFORMANCE

Maintain focus: high importance, high performance

Medium priority: low importance, low performance

Priority area: high importance, low-medium performance

Low priority: low importance, medium-high performance
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TAXATION AND USER FEES
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Perceptions about Value for
Tax Dollars
2019

2014

2009

51%

39%

72%

21%

62%

Good Value

10%

27%

Neutral Value

7%

9%

Perceptions of value for tax dollars
has decreased by 21% since 2014,
while the majority of the good value
ratings have shifted to neutral
ratings in 2019.
More residents aged between 35 to
54 years provided a neutral rating
(45%) than those aged 55 years and
older (30%).

Poor Value

Q10. Your property tax dollars are divided between the Town and the Province. In Cochrane, approximately two-thirds (67%) of your property
tax bill goes to the Town to fund municipal services. Considering the services provided by the Town, please rate the value you feel you receive
from your municipal property tax dollars?
Base n = 385
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Perceived Value of User Fees

Water treatment

Waste, recycling, and organics
collection fee

30%

Waste water fee

29%

Eco Centre fee

31%

Very Good Value (5)

12%

43%

43%

17%

46%

40%

40%

4

98% (+10% VS. 2014)

93% (+7%)

23%

92% (+7%)

20%

91% (+15%)

While perceptions around taxation
have decreased since 2014,
perceived value for user fees has
increased during this time. This is
especially true for the Eco Centre,
which saw a 15% increase over the
last 5 years.

3

Q12. In your opinion, do you get good value or poor value for the user fees that you pay for
specific services.
n = 339 to 365
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TOWN CUSTOMER SERVICE DELIVERY
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Past 12-month Contact with the
Town of Cochrane
Yes - with employees

Yes - with Council

Yes - with both Concil &
Employees

25%

Total Contact
2019: 45%
2014: 58%

8%

12%

No

Contact with the Town of Cochrane is
much lower amongst younger residents.
Specifically, residents aged 18-34 year are
more likely to not have contacted the
Town of Cochrane in the past year (81%
had no contact vs. 43% from those 35+
years). Further, residents 35 to 54 years of
age are more likely to have contacted a
member of Town Council (14% vs. 7% from
those 55+ years, and 0% from those
between 18-34 years).

54%

Q13. Have you contacted or dealt with the Town of Cochrane or one of its employees in the last twelvemonths?
Base: All respondents (n=401)
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Type of resident Initiated
Contact
52%

In person, for example visiting Town offices

41%

By phoning the Town directly

10% (+9%)

Via the Town website

10%

Via social media

Some other way

(-10%)

22% (+15%)

Via email

In writing, for example, writing a personal
letter or fax

(+20% vs. 2014)

2%

(+9%)

(+1%)

(-3%)

Q14. When you contacted the Town or a member of Council wasit...
Base: All contacted(n=211)
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Town Department or Area Last Contacted
Planning and Development / Permits and Inspections

18%

Town Council / Mayor / Council member

16%

Waste and Recycling / Eco-centre

13%

Animal services

9%

Water / Utilities

8%

Taxation / Property tax

7%

Parks and Recreation

6%

Municipal enforcement / by-laws

6%

Roads / Transportation

5%

Administration / Accounting
Economic Development / Tourism

4%
1%

Online / Social Media 1%
Family and Community Support Services 1%
Fire Department
Other

1%
4%

Q15. Specifically, what one Department or area of the Town did you most recently have contact with?
Base: All contacted(n=207)
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Satisfaction with Most Recent Contact
50%

Very Satisfied (5)

31%

4

3

Satisfied
2019: 89%
2014: 82%

9%

2

5%

Very dissatisfied (1)

5%

Not Satisfied
2019: 11%
2014: 18%

Q16. How satisfied were you with your most recent contact with theTown?
Base: All contacted (n=213)
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Reason for Level of Satisfaction with Contact
They were knowledgeable / helpful / able to
help me

38%

Good customer service / satisfied with service /
responded appropriately

21%

They were friendly / pleasant / courteous /
polite

19%

They were quick / efficient / professional /
addressed concerns right away

17%

They were unable to help me / didn’t resolve
the issue

10%

Didn’t listen / poor customer service / didn’t
get back to me

10%

Other

7%

Q15. Please explain your rating [from previous page]?
Base: All contacted(n=210)
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Attitudes Regarding Town Service Delivery

Town staff are knowledgeable

The quality of service from the Town is consistently
high

24%

The Town of Cochrane practices open and accessible
government

25%

Town Councillors are available and responsive to my
concerns or questions
Town staff are easy to get a hold of when I need
them
The Town responds quickly to requests and concerns

47%

20%

23%

93%

19%

92% (+7%)

26%

44%
4

95% (+10%)

26%

45%

5 - Strongly agree

95% (+9% vs. 2014)

17%

52%

22%

95%

28%

44%

27%

95%

12%

53%

17%

96%

21%
49%

34%

Town staff are courteous and helpful
Town staff are able to meet the diverse needs of
residents

47%

28%

91% (+13%)

3

Q16. Thinking about your personal dealings with the Town of Cochrane, your general impressions and anything you may have read,
seen or heard, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the Town?
n = 255 to 378
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TOWN COMMUNICATIONS AND
WEBSITE
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The Extent of Information Received
Just the right amount

Too little

Too much

90%
80%

75%

77%

23%

22%

1%

0%

1%

2009 (n=350)

2014 (n=401)

2019 (n=396)

71%

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

28%

20%
10%
0%

Q18. In your opinion, do you currently receive too much, too little, or just the right amount of information from the Town of Cochrane?
Base: All respondents (n=401)
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Main Source of Information from the
Town
Newspaper articles

44%

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

25%

Town Website

9%
6%

(-7%)

Newspaper advertisements 5%

(-5%)

Direct Mail /Billing Inserts

(-6%)

Municipal Matters 4%
Digital signs

3%

Email (newsletters or notifications)

2% (-7%)

Online/website (general)

1% (-23%)

Contact a Town of Cochrane employee directly
Information flyers
Community Associations
Public Open-Houses/Information sessions/workshops
Cochrane Movie House ads
Other

(+11%)

1%

(-15% vs. 2014)
Newspapers remain the primary
source information about the town,
although there is a downward shift
occurring as newspapers were used
less frequently as an information
source than in 2014. At the same
time, the use of social media has
increased by 11% during this time.
An age difference was found here
with older residents (55+) relying
more heavily on newspapers (57%
usage), compared to younger
residents (18-34) who utilize social
media more regularly (33%).

0.3% (-4%)
0.2%
0.1% (-1%)
0%
1% (-23%)

Q19. What is your main source of receiving information from the Town of Cochrane?
Base: All respondents (n=397)
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Visits to the Town Website in the
Past 12 Months

Yes

75% (-5% vs. 2014)

70%

The majority of residents visiting the town
website are 35 to 54 years of age (80%, vs.
65% from those aged 55 years and older,
and 63% from those aged 18-35 years).
No

30%

25% (+5%)

Q23. Have you been to the Town of Cochrane's website in the last twelvemonths?
Base: All respondents (n=401)
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Town of Cochrane Website
How useful was the information and services available on the website?

Although overall scores remained similar from
2014, there are differences in the top value of “very
useful.” Specifically, 20% fewer residents in 2019
find the online services and website content as
“very useful” as compared to 2014.

(Base = 273)

19%

Very Useful

19%

3
2 4%
Not at all useful

Useful
2019: 92%
2014: 93%

55%

4

3%

Results showed that 90% of younger residents (1834) find the information and services available on
the website to be useful (vs. only 67% of those
55+).

Not useful
2019: 7%
2014: 7%

How easy was it to find what you were looking for?
(Base = 273)

The residents that find the website
most easy to use are aged 18-34
years (69% vs. 57% amongst those
aged 35 years and older).

21%

Very easy to use

39%

4

26%

3

11%

2
Not easy at all

38

Easy
2019: 86%
2014: 84%

3%

97

Not Easy
2019: 14%
2014: 16%
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Public Engagement
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Awareness of and Participation in
Public Engagement
26%

Provided input to the Town of Cochrane online

20%

Provided input directly to a member of Council
Attended a Let's Talk Cochrane public engagement
event

9%

Attended a council meeting / open-house / info
session / political debate

7%

Attended a social event / charity event / trade show
/ rodeo

7%

Been involved in any other Town of Cochrane public
engagement activity (please specify)

3%

None of the above

52%

Q26. We are interested in learning about your level of awareness of and participation in public
engagement. In the past 12 months have you…
Base: All used website (n=401)
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Engagement with Residents
I have the opportunity to voice my opinions in
decisions that affect me
Town of Cochrane public engagement
opportunities are accessible and inclusive
The Town of Cochrane takes into account
public feedback to make decisions

The Town of Cochrane communicates to
residents how their input affected the decision
It was worthwhile for me to contribute to a
'Let´s Talk Cochrane' engagement opportunity
I am familiar with the Town's 'Let´s Talk
Cochrane' engagement platform
I have contributed to a 'Let´s Talk Cochrane'
engagement opportunity

14%

16%

12%

19%
14%

5 - Strongly agree

4

30%
23%

74%
73%

40%

26%

6%

6% 5%

26%

25%

23%

84%

30%

41%

14%

60%
54%

89%
88%

34%

34%

19%

I provide my opinions to the Town of Cochrane
when there are issues of importance to me

21%

46%

21%

75% of town residents have not
participated in the “Let’s Talk
Cochrane” engagement
opportunity. This may be due to
only 12% of residents being
strongly familiar with the
platform. Further, only 14% of
residents strongly agree that the
Let’s Talk Cochrane platform is
worthwhile to contribute to.
60% of those 18 to 34 years of
age noted that they were not
familiar with the Town’s ‘Let’s
Talk Cochrane’ engagement
platform (vs. 39% of those aged
35+ years being unfamiliar with
it).

25%
3

Q27. Thinking about how the Town of Cochrane engages its residents, please rate your level of
agreement with the following
Base: All used website (n=264 to 365)
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Segmentation Results
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Segmentation Analysis
SEGMENTATION ANALYSIS
The results of the segmentation analysis produced four resident segments:
• At the top end we have those who are highly content with all aspects of Cochrane (accounting for 26% of residents)
• At the bottom end we have those who are highly disgruntled (accounting for 15% of residents).
• Sitting in the middle we have one group of residents who sit mostly on the positive side but exhibit weaker scores on neighbourhood
planning and land use. This group accounts for 34% of residents.
• Additional, we have a group of residents who are generally satisfied with the Town of Cochrane, but who exhibit weaker scores on
sense of belonging and connectedness. This group accounts for 25% of residents.

Highly satisfied with Cochrane –
community advocates

Highly
Content
[26%]

Very dissatisfied with Cochrane
– community hostages

Don’t Feel
Connected
[25%]

Assess Planning
and Growth
[34%]

102

Highly
Disgruntled
[15%]
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Highly Content (26%)
Defining Characteristics:
• 60% are not employed (presumably many have retired)
• 73% do not have children under the age of 18 living in
the household
• 85% do more of their recreational spending within
Cochrane

Residents display the highest level of satisfaction across all
dimensions as well as the highest percentage of top 1 box
scores. This is particularly evident in areas of belonging and
community connectedness. These individuals are most likely
to take advantage of public engagement opportunities and
have confidence in Town staff to meet the needs of
residents.

98%

95%

98%

99%

Overall Quality of
Life

Satisfaction with
town services

Proud to live in
Cochrane

Likelihood to
recommend Cochrane

Reasons for worsened quality of life:
• Traffic congestion
• Town unable to handle growth

Worsened
14%

Improved
29%

Change in
Quality of
Life
No change
57%
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Top 2 Box Scores

Reasons for improved quality of life:
• More recreational and social
opportunities
• More amenities, shopping and
restaurants
• Like the services the town provides
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Assess Planning and Growth (34%)
Defining Characteristics:
• 64% have an annual income of $101k or more.
• 45% have 3+ people living in their home
• 49% have completed a university or post-grad degree
• 58% are currently employed
• 20% live in Glen Eagles

Residents have high satisfaction across most dimensions.
However, they tend to feel neutral about the health of the
Cochrane economy as well as the quality of services and
programs provided by the Town. This is most pronounced
when looking at affordability of housing and land use and
neighborhood planning. Similarly, their top concerns are
congestion and Cochrane’s inability keep up with growth.

100%

76%

97%

96%

Overall Quality of
Life

Satisfaction with
town services

Proud to live in
Cochrane

Likelihood to
recommend Cochrane

Reasons for worsened quality of life:
• Traffic congestion
• Town unable to handle growth

Improved
20%

Worsened
23%

Change in
Quality of
Life
No change
57%
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Top 2 Box Scores

Reasons for improved quality of life:
• More amenities, shopping and
restaurants
• Like the services the town provides
• More recreational and social
opportunities
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Don’t Feel Connected (25%)
Residents have relatively high scores on most aspects of
community satisfaction. However, there is a marked contrast
when looking at questions pertaining to sense of belonging
and connectedness. Although they are satisfied with most
Town services, there is a concern with municipal
enforcement, affordability of housing, and land use.

Defining Characteristics:
• 45% have 3+ people living in their home
• 41% have an annual income between $50k to $100k
• 33% completed a college diploma

90%

58%

93%

84%

Overall Quality of
Life

Satisfaction with
town services

Proud to live in
Cochrane

Likelihood to
recommend Cochrane

Reasons for worsened quality of life:
• Traffic congestion
• Town unable to handle growth
• Lack of services/amenities

Worsened
27%

No change
64%

Improved
9%

Change in
Quality of
Life
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Top 2 Box Scores

Reasons for improved quality of life:
• More amenities, shopping and
restaurants
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Highly Disgruntled (15%)
Defining Characteristics:
• 78% do not have children under the age of 18 living in
their household
• 60% have a household made up of 2 people
• 19% do most of their spending on essentials and 38%
do most of their recreational spending outside of
Cochrane.

Residents provide the lowest scores on all dimensions of
community satisfaction. This is most evident when looking at
the future of Cochrane and the health of the economy.
Access to daily activities is also a concern. These
individuals are also the least likely to engage with the
community and to believe that the Town listens to it’s
residents.

44%

28%

31%

25%

Overall Quality of
Life

Satisfaction with
town services

Proud to live in
Cochrane

Likelihood to
recommend Cochrane

Reasons for worsened quality of life:
• Traffic congestion
• Town unable to handle growth

Improved
3%

Worsened
71%

Change in
Quality of
Life
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Top 2 Box Scores

Reasons for improved quality of life:
• None

No change
26%
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COMPARISONS TO CANADIAN CITIES
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Overview
COMMUNITY SATISFACTION DATABASE
Virtually all communities in Canada publish the results of their community satisfaction surveys, and include the full reports on their
website. NRG has compiled the survey results from community satisfaction surveys conducted across Canada into a single database.
We currently have more than 60 communities in our database.
Method 1: Comparing top two and three box score (4-point scales and 5-point scales, respectively). The drawback of this method is
that is produces little variability across cities, making it challenging to differentiate (see Appendix for graph). This method does yield
very high outcomes, but should be interpreted with caution due to the drawback noted.
Method 2: This approach includes results reported using a balanced scale (i.e., 5-point, 7-point, 11-point). Specifically, any studies
that provided a neutral option to respondents are included in this comparison (see Appendix for graph).
Method 3: Only scores pertaining to the absolute top box were used in this comparison. This represents residents who are very
satisfied (see Appendix for graph).
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Quality of Life Ranking

Quality of Life

Rank

Method 1

98%

T2nd

Method 2

90%

1st

Method 3

50%

T11th

50
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Method 1: Amongst 62 cities across Canada, Cochrane
tied for 2nd place with 14 other cities, with a good
quality of life rating of 98%.
Method 2: Cochrane ranked 1st for quality of life
amongst 18 Canadian cities when top two box scores
from balanced scales are compared.
Method 3: When comparing only the top box scores,
Cochrane ranked 11th out of 57 Canadian cities for
quality of life
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Quality of Life Across Alberta
Absolute Top Box Scores in Alberta
70% 70%

65%
55%

50% 50% 48%

44% 42%
33% 30% 30%

4th

51

25% 23% 23%
21% 19%

15% 14%

Cochrane ranks 4th in Alberta (tied with Banff) for quality of life
when comparing the absolute top box scores. 50% of Cochrane
residents agree they have a “very good” quality of life in
Cochrane.
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Community Satisfaction Ranking

Community
Satisfaction
Method 1

Rank

94%

T5th

Method 2

90%

14th

Method 3

19%

T37th

52
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Method 1: Cochrane tied for 5th (with four other cities)
across 58 Canadian cities with a satisfaction rating of
94%.
Method 2: Cochrane ranked 14th amongst 25 Canadian
cities, when observing top 2 scores with a balanced
scale.
Method 3: Amongst 56 Canadian cities, Cochrane
ranked 37th utilizing only the top score of “very
satisfied.”
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Satisfaction of Town Services Across Alberta
Absolute Top Box Scores in Alberta
69%

41%

39%

35%

9th

53

35%

32%

30%

24%

24%

24%

20%

19%

17%

17%

16%

15%

15%

Cochrane ranks 9th in Alberta for satisfaction of town services
when comparing the absolute top box scores. 19% of Cochrane
residents agree they are “very satisfied” with the services
provided by the Town of Cochrane.
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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
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Strategic Insights
Perceptions of the Town’s performance are quite positive: In 2019, 94% (Top 3 Box Score) of residents reported
that they were satisfied with the overall level and quality of programs and services provided by the Town of
Cochrane. This reflects a 1% increase from the 2014 results, and a 3% bump since 2009. The largest improvements
were found in satisfaction with:
• Pathways (97% Top 3 Box Score; 15% increase since 2014)
• Eco Centre drop-off services (96% Top 3 Box Score; 15% increase since 2014)
It is important to note, however, that some programs and services experienced significant declines in satisfaction
over the last 5 years. Specifically, residents reported lower levels of satisfaction with:
• Land use and neighbourhood planning (65% Top 3 Box Score; 34% decrease since 2014)
• Affordable housing offered by the town (72% Top 3 Box Score; 21% decrease since 2014)
Perceptions of Tax Dollars: Compared to 2014, there was a significant decrease in resident perceptions of the
value for tax dollars received. Specifically, perceptions for value of tax dollars has decreased by 21% since 2014
with just over half of residents reporting a ‘good value’ rating (51%). Despite this, perceptions surrounding the
value of user fees has increased during this time, especially for the Eco Centre which saw a 15% increase since
2014.
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Strategic Insights
Customer service delivery is positively perceived: Amongst residents who have had contact with the Town, 89%
(Top 3 Box Score) indicated that they were satisfied with their most recent contact. This represents a 7% increase
from the 2014 results. The primary reasons behind resident satisfaction were that the staff were
knowledgeable/helpful (38%), staff provided good customer service (21%) and staff were polite/friendly (19%).
When evaluating resident attitudes toward town service delivery, 95% of residents agreed that the quality of
service from the Town is consistently high (9% increase since 2014). In addition to this, there was a 13% increase in
resident agreement that the Town responds quickly to their requests and concerns (91% 2019 vs. 78% 2014), and a
7% increase in agreement that town staff are easy to get a hold of when they are needed (92% 2019 vs. 85% 2014).
Let’s Talk Cochrane: 75% of residents have not participated in the “Let’s Talk Cochrane” engagement opportunity.
This is largely due to a lack of awareness as only 12% of residents surveyed were strongly familiar with the
platform. This is especially true amongst 18-34 year olds with 39% of residents in this age group being aware of
Let’s Talk Cochrane. Further, few residents agree that the Let’s Talk Cochrane platform is worthwhile to contribute
to (14% strongly agree). This suggests that there is an opportunity to develop a communication and engagement
plan that educates residents on the purpose of this platform and to better inform residents of the opportunity
available to them.
Town’s Website: 70% of residents have visited the town website in the last 12 months. Residents view the Town’s
website in a positive light with 92% (Top 3 Box Score) of residents indicating that the information and services
available on the website were useful. Further, 86% (Top 3 Box Score) of residents found it easy to find what they
were looking for. Younger residents (18-34) were more likely to find the information and services available on the
website to be useful (90%) than older residents (67% of those 55+).
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Strategic Insights
Traffic Congestion: Residents indicated that traffic congestion is the most important local issue today. Since the
survey conducted in 2014, this issue has increased by 18%, suggesting that the growth of the Town has had a
negative impact on traffic congestion. This is an important issue to consider as 68% of residents indicated that
traffic congestion is a cause of poor quality of life in the Town of Cochrane. It is important to continue to evaluate
traffic congestion as development continues throughout Cochrane as this can have a significant impact on
residents’ quality of life overall.
Road Maintenance: Despite issues surrounding traffic congestion, residents are very satisfied with road
maintenance throughout the Town. Specifically, 91% (Top 3 Box Score) of residents indicated that they are
satisfied with snow and ice control on arterial and collector roads, while 86% (Top 3 Box Score) are satisfied with
road maintenance. This is an important area to maintain as it may help alleviate some challenges relating to
traffic congestion, especially in winter months.
Growth and Development: Results revealed that residents are considerably dissatisfied with land use and
neighbourhood planning (65% Top 3 Box Score), which represents a 34% decrease in satisfaction scores since
2014. Further, 40% of residents indicated that controlling and managing the growth of the town is an important
local issue to address, while 68% (Top 3 Box Score) of residents believe that it is possible for Cochrane to grow
while maintaining the quality of life they have come to enjoy. Concerns pertaining to growth are especially
prevalent amongst residents who have lived in Cochrane for 6+ years. Specifically, residents who have lived in
Cochrane for 6+ years are less confident in the towns ability to grow while maintaining the quality of life they
have come to enjoy (35% Bottom 2 Box Score) compared to those who have lived in Cochrane for 5 years of less
(21% Bottom 2 Box Score). It is important to continue to inform residents of ongoing developments throughout
the town, and to educate them on what is to come to ensure that they are aware of the potential effects the
development will have on their daily lives. This is currently being done, as 83% of residents believe they are
informed about new developments.
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Strategic Insights
Community Engagement: Research consistently reveals that individuals need to feel a sense of belonging and a
personal connection to their environment. While people might not be consciously aware of these intangibles, they
do play an important role in determining quality of life and satisfaction with their community. Residents in
Cochrane have a considerably strong sense of belonging in the community (96% Top 3 Box Score), with a majority
feeling as though they are connected to the community (88% Top 3 Box Score). A strong connection to the
community is especially true amongst older residents. Specifically, residents 35 years of age and older report higher
levels of connection to Cochrane (93% Top 3 Box Score) thank residents 18-34 (75% Top 3 Box Score). Increasing
resident connections to the community will have a significant impact on overall quality of life and satisfaction with
the Town of Cochrane overall.
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THANK YOU
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2019 Community Satisfaction Survey

Appendices
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Quality of Life Across Canada
Method 1: Top 2 Scores (4-point scale) and Top 3 (5-point scales)
98%

100%

2nd

50%
0%

Method 2: Top 2 Scores (5-point scales)
100%

1st

90%

50%
0%

100%

11th

50%

Method 3: Absolute Top Box Score
50%

0%
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Satisfaction with City/Town Services Across Canada
Method 1: Top 2 Scores (4-point scale) and Top 3 (5-point scales)
100%

5th

94%

50%
0%

Method 2: Top 2 Scores (5-point scales)
100%

14th

71%

50%
0%

100%

37th

Method 3: Absolute Top Box Score

50%

19%

0%
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Respondent Profile
Age

Gender
65%

60%
40%

31%

69%
31%

4%
18 to 34

35 to 54

55 and over

Man

Woman

Years Lived in Cochrane
15%

5 Years or Less

63

Children Under the
Age of 18 in the
Home

24%

24%

6-10 Years

11-19 Years

122

Yes

No

37%

20+ Years
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Respondent Profile
Annual Household Income
33%

40%

27%

23%

18%

Less than $50,000

$50,000 to
$100,000

High Level of Education Achieved

$101,000 to
$150,000

27%

20%

More than
$150,000

13%

Completed high
school or less

Some postsecondary

Completed a
college diploma

Completed
university degree
or post-grad
degree

Neighbourhood Lived In
14%
10%

10%
5%

64

5%

5%
2%

1%

5%
1%

1%

2%

2%

123

2%

8%

6%
0%

2%

1%

0%

1%
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10%

Respondent Profile
Place of Employment

In the Town of
Cochrane

93%

68%

57%

43%

Where Majority of Spending on
Essentials is Done

Where Majority of Recreational
Spending is Done

32%

Outside of the Town of
Cochrane

Within the Town

7%
Within the Town

Outside of the Town

Outside of the Town

Are there any goods, services or resources that aren’t available in Cochrane that you go elsewhere to find?
29%
14%

65

13%

11%

10%

10%

9%

9%

7%
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4%

3%

3%

3%

2%

1%
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report
Subject:

2020-04-20

Presented By:

Mike Haugen

Prepared By:

Mike Haugen

Discussion/
Options/Benefits/
Disadvantages:
Link to Strategic Plan:
Discussion Outcome:
Attachments:

8.0

Council Orientation

Meeting Date:

Background/
Proposal

Agenda Item #

Administration is starting to organize the Orientation to be held following the 2021
Municipal Election.
As part of this process, Administration would like to query Council as to elements
of Orientation that Council found valuable, not valuable, were missing, etc.
That Council accept the discussion for information as presented.
Administration will incorporate Council’s feedback into the Orientation process.
Providing Good Governance
That Council accept the discussion for information as presented.
NA

CAO Approval:
Mike Haugen, Chief Administrative Officer
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Committee of the Whole
Discussion Report
Subject:

9.0

Provincial Police Force Discussoin

Meeting Date:

2020-04-20

Presented By:

Mike Haugen

Prepared By:

Mike Haugen

Background/
Proposal

Agenda Item #

The Provincial government is researching the creation of a Provincial police force
that would replace the RMCP in Alberta.
The Province has set up format structures for this review.
Additional information can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1gPdaX_MDg

Discussion/
Options/Benefits/
Disadvantages:
Link to Strategic Plan:
Discussion Outcome:
Attachments:

Council asked that this topic be brought forward for discussion regarding this
Provincial issue and its impact on municipalities.

Ensuring Communications & Engagement
That Council accept the discussion for information as presented.
NA

CAO Approval:
Mike Haugen, Chief Administrative Officer
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